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Two persons remain hospitalized
after a two-car accident Wednesday
morning on Kentucky Highway 121 6.4
miles south of Murray, according to
Kentucky State Police.
Kentucky State Police Treoper Gary,
West of Graves County said vehicles
driven by Eleanor Dillon, of.,Granite
City, Ill., and Dorothy Fike of Murray,
were involvedin the collision. ,
The Dillon vehicle was southbound on
121 ' and the - Fike vehicle was rut-
thbound when the Dillon car veered out
of control on the rain-slicked highway,
and the cars collided, the trooper
reported:-
Mrs. Dillon is listed in satisfactory
condition today at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital, . and a
passenger in her car, five year old Julie
Terry is listed in satisfactory condition
in the intensive care unit of the local
-
Geneva McCage and Bobbie Fike,
passengers in the Fike car, were -
treated and released at the hospital for",
minor injuries. Other passengers in the
car, Donald, Robinson, John McCage,
and Euldene Robinson, as well as the
driver, Mrs. • Pike,- were not injured in
the accident. The car driven by Mrs. •
Fike is owned by Robinson.
In Our 97th Year'
-
Murray, Ky2,.thursday :,'7,-Toon, October 7, 197.5,- —
FIRE IN HAZEL—The Hazel Laundromat was heavily damaged by fire lair
night. The fire was brought under control and kept from spreading to ad-
15 Per Copy
jacent buildings in the block. The building and the laundromat are ossaed
(Is Douglas Shoemaker:
Debate Sets Off Shock Waves;
Polls Give Carter Narrow Win
SAN RANCISCO (,,AP) —
President Fo nd Jimmy Carter have
set off shock wa among politicians
and diplomats wiih..„their second
campaign debate. Amorlg voters the
audience that really colts, an
Associated Press poll today "'gave
Carter a narrow edge. •
Ford's pronouncements on Eastern
Europe and the Arab boycott, and a
hard line by Democrat Carter _on: the




A Calloway. Circuit Court Jury
convicted Leonard Duncan of four
counts of incest Wednesday, according
to court records:
Duncan was sentenced to lirriirs on
each count, for a total of 40 years:lhe
jury recommended, however, that the
sentences run concurrently, for a total
of 10 years. Final sentencing will be
done by the court at a later date.
Duncan is now in the Calloway County
Jail.
4-H Week Held Here
controversy. At the same time, .the
debate thrust foreign and defense
policy to the forefront in the
presidentiV campaign.
The 90-minute debate Was livelier
than the first encounter between the
Republican Prisident--and his
challenger. Both were more aggressive
this time. -Each-attacked his opponent
e freely, dropping much of the
rest?ai,nt and studied politeness that
had wilted their first confrontation.
The AP ephone survey of 1,071
registered vote was conducted irn:
mediately after th4ebate Wednesday
night. It showed 38,2 cent thought
Carter had won, 34.6. peri.,ent rated
Ford the victor, and the resta1,led it a
tie or said they didn't know who w
The theoretical margin of error to
sample of this size is about 2.9 per cent
in either direction if the resUlts are
projected to reflect the reaction of the
Cloudy, Cool
'Mostly cloudy and cool with slight
chance of showers today, high in the
-upper 50s. Cooler with chance of
shbwers tonight, low in the low to mid
40s. 191.tly cloudy and continued cool
Friday, fiigh in the mid 50s. Saturday
partly cloudapd cool.
-
entire debate audience. ,
So neither man was a clearcut win-
ner. By similar niirgins, Ford gained
the advantage in an identical ragxey
after the first debate, two weeks ago.
The poll also showed that Carter had
slightly increased his lead over Ford in
the presidentiartireferences of' tb, •se
who watched the televised deb:ate-
Before the debate, Carter led Ford 45
per cent to 43 per cent. Afterward.
Carter's margin had irtcreased. aOl
stood at 48.5 to 44.8. •
The AP pall was conducted by Chilton
Research Services of Radnor, Pa.
Highlighted by sharp differences an
details but broad agreement on the
than both candidates said they thought
they had done well.
"I think I won and I'm sure he feels
the me way,” Carter said as he left
the ornate Palace of Fine Arts, site of
the nation televised debate. Carter
said he had edlhe first del:tate a tie
-but I feel better bout this one."
'I think we did a ht,- said Ford.
Both men had the reaction after
their first encounter two eeks ago in
Philadelphia.
The third and final- dehate• ween
the :two, presidential candidates, is
scheduled for Oct. 22, in Williamsur
Va. On Oct. 15, their vice presidential
- -running -mates, Sens. Walter F.
County 4-H Club Recalls Many
Stall Photo b David Hill
Local Unemployment
Well Below Averages
The Calloway County uneinployment-
rate remains well below the Western
Kentucky tate, the state rate, and The
national rate for the month of August. `
Calloway County's unemployment
rate was 4.1 per cent for August,
compared to 5.2 per cent in Western
rj Kentucky, 5.9 per cent in the state, and
7.6 per cent in the nation.
The lowest rate in Western Kentucky
is in Lyon•County, with 2.5 per cent. The
highest pate is in Marshall County. with
9.2. per cent.




_ The Hazel Laundromat, owned by
Douglas Shoemaker, was heavily
damaged by fire around nine p.m.
Wednesday.
The fire was contained to the laun-
dromat building through the work of the
. Hazel Volunteer Fire Department,
whichitakiejned at about 9:15 p.m. by
• thetalloway County Fire Rescue Unit.
The blaze was under control when the
rescue squad arrived, and was kept
from spreading to other buildings
. nearby, including the Hazel Post Office.
Shoemaker did not have an estimate
of the damage to the building and its
contents today, but the damage was




An informational meeting was held
today by the members of Local 1068,
U.A.W., on strike at the local Tappan
• Manufacturing Plant, to bring mem-
bers up to date on a meeting which was
held Tuesday and Wednesday, ac-
cording to - Franklin Rushing, union
president. .
Rushing said that there were some
movements in the right ciirectiort;-.blit-
that the company withdrew its
proposals when the union bargaining
conmiittee would not agree to
recommend the proposal to the
membership.
Rushing said that the bargaining
conunittee agreed "to present the
proposal to the , membership, in an
open-minded fashion," but could not
recommend the proposal. -
• The negotiation sessions tyre held in
Indiana-Polishe regional office of the
U.A.W., at the specific 'request of the
U.A.W. Internationat.Union-.
No further meetings have been
scheduled at this firhe.
Marshall County Couple
Plead Guilty To Robbery
A Marshall County._ •couple has
pleaded guilty in Liiiltsville to charges
filed against them in connection with a
objectives of foreign and &Cense .equal„." Carter said -Lthink4thp fIrsL banksubbery_inthat city,
policy, the debate no sooner had ended " debate I deferred too much to him .Larry Eugene Thsyeatt, 29, pleaded
guilty to a charge of bank robbery and a
second criarge of placing lives in
danger. He was senteried to 15 years in
prisomin U.S. District Court.
His wife, Mrs. Barbara Boaz
Thweatt, 26, pleaded guilty to a charge
of bank robbery'and was given a seven-
year prison term. '
The couple, residents of the Palma
community in Marshall COunty, were
arrested at a Louisville motel by FBI
agents and Jefferson County Police .
Aug. 17, a short t ime after a r gbbery at,
a Itanch of the. Louisville Trust Co. Ns,
Bank, according to an FBI spokesman.
'The Thweatts originally had pleaded
not guilty at their arraignment on the.
So charges, but changed their pleas in .U.S,
District Court earlier this week... •
Federal authorities said another •-•
man, identified as Frank Allen Manley,
Activities During Observance
The Calloway ' County 4-H Club
Council is observing National 4-H Week
during this week by recalling many of
the activities and accomplishments of
the eight clubs in Murray and Calloway
County.
Bill Bailey, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
D. Bailey, will be one of three area
delegates from the state of Kentucky
selected to attend the National 4-H
Congress in Chicago, Ill., November 27
to December 2. Other area state
delegates will include Terry Hen-
derson, • Barlow, and Jeffrey Smith, •
Bardwell.
Bailey was a senior area
achievement winner for his rabbit
project and was named for the Courier-
Journal achievement award winner.
Named along with Bailey for the
Purier-Journal award was Cindy Hart.
The junior winners were Thomas Jones
and Sharon Snyder.
Four teenagers participated in'the
Kentucky Youth Seminar at Lexington
who were Ginger Gilliam, Paula ,
,Sympson, Cheryl Burkeen, and Randall
Winchester, with the latter being a top
youth scholar out of 145 persons.
Attending the Older Youth Con-
ference in Washington. D: C., April 11-







Deborah Tucker, Laura Jarrett, Penny
Lockhart, and Kevin Scruggs,
Kathy Black and Kenneth Paschall
attended the Regional 4-H Conference
held at Fontana, N. C.
A state winner for her demonstration' s
was Martha Pittman. Mary Morris was
a winner in the area variety show and
The Stella Stass were winners of the
county variety-show.
Area winners in the a-thievement
contests were Chuck Harrison, Jo Beth
Norwood, Mary Morris, Laura Jarrett,
Sharon Snyder, Martha Pittman, and
Michelle-Jarrett.
The Dairy Judging team state win—
ners were Danna Shipley and Kerry
Wyatt and have gone to other area and
national honors with the Kentucky
judging team. •
Special area achievement winners
were Bill Bailey and Kathy Black, ,
seniors, Mary Morris and Terry Sledd,
juniors, and Laura Fones. Richard
Smotherman was a -tobacco show
winner.
Named as Senior 4-H King and Queen-
were Bill Bailey and Kathy Black, •and
as Junior 4-H King and Queen were
Trisha Clark and Mike Rogers.
The local 4-H Clubs participated in
the -National -Election Service project
•
and attended the Dqg Obedience Sch,
taught by Van Snyder.
Programs of the 4-H Clubs include
Speak Up, talk meet for elementary
students; Community Pride, activ],
for members to participate in to im-
prove the communities in which they
live such as donating books to librarl,,s,
cleaning small cemeteries, etc.; .Small
projects such as bird, geolt;gY
veterinary science, horticulture, lawn
improvement, automotive, bicy, !e ,
safety, electrical, wood6raft, arts and
crafts, photography, and consumer
education, according to Jane Steel,
local agent in 4-H Work. -
The local 4-Ft,members attend
Camp at Dawson Springs in June cal
year, and older members are at
Lexington for 4-H Week during the
summer. Trips -are funded by rnorli:
making activities and by donat. '
from local merchants and friends • •' ;-
H, Mrs. Steely said. -: -
Mrs. John Bryan is secreters
acting president of the Calloway C'
4-H CM Council and • Mrs. II
Fones is treasUrer.
A salute to 4-H appears on pe
and 15 of today's Murray Lei,
Times.
"
Ntondale. • D-.Mirm., and. Bob Dole, ji-
Kans.:, -will debate, most likely in
Houston.
The Associated Press peril- that
followed the first debate concluded that
F,}rd picked up some support. The first
debate covered domestic and economic
pont v•
In their second encounter, neither
conciliate seemed as nervous at die
°luso Each hit hard at the other's
recommendations of ways to maintain
American strength throughout she
World while pursuing a foreign policy
with Moral as well as practical ob-
jectives.
"I treated Mr. Ford- more as an
because he was President:- •
Ford, however, was able to use-his
incumbency to make two surprise
announcements of international
significance: He said the United States
has received, signals from the Soviet
Union of its readiness to harrow dif-
ferences and shape "a realistic and
sound „compromise- for a , new
agreement to limit strategic nuclear
weaponsi and he said the ad-
ministration will disclose the names of-
American firms that have participated
in the Arab boycott against Israel.
But the President also -may have
created a campaign issue in an unex-
cted area when he said, -There is no
t domination of Eastern Europe
and thete never will be under 'a Ford
(See *bate, Page 12
•
also is being sought in connection with
the bank robbery ip Louisville.
Authorities said that in the robbery, .1
man-held a pistol on .a two* telieL
forcing the teller to hand over a bag of
Money. A man and woman were sof'n
fleeing the robbery scene and the
Thweatts were arrested a short tiPir
later.
The amount of money taken in the















REFRIGERATED TANKA 33,000 Sallon stainless steel refrigerated milk tank has heen erected at Ryan Milk
Co., according to company officials The tank Will store incoming milk from the farms:4nd allow trucksto return
to their rules sopner, as well as getting the milk refrigerated more quickly.
0 4 Start Photo 1” David Hill
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•
Dr. Pricer To Be
Speaker For Area
Homemakers Meet
Dr. R. Scott Pricer will be
the guest speaker at • the
Purchase Area Extension
Homemakers annual meeting,
to be held Thursday, Oct. 21 at
ten a. m. at Murray State
1:Diversity.
•
Dr. R. Scott Pricer
•
Dr. Pricer will speak on,
"How To Be, An Effective
Counsellor in the Home,"
covering such topics as the
problems of today's youth and
means of coping with these
problems- in the tiOrne.-Fie.Will
be comparing the differences
and similarities of the
American family from early
times until the,preSent.
A native of Grassvalley,
California, Dr. Pricer
received his B. A. from
Northeast Christian College,
Eugene, Oregon; his M. S.
Degree, Indiana. State
University, Terre Haute;
Indiana, where he majored in
Counseling. He received his
Ph. D., fromithe University of -
Southern Mississippi, Hat-
tiesburg, Miss.
He served two years as
Assistant Dean of Students,
Western Michigan University,
Kalamazoo, Michigan.
' For the past three years, Dr.
Pricer has been Director of
Counseling and Testing Center
at Murray State University.
During that time employees
have increased from 3 to 11,
department revenue has
tripled, caseload increase
from 150 tk 500 clients per
semester, an developed new
program.
Dr. Pricer is a member of
the Graduate Faculty, MSU,
and is Assistant Professor,
Department of Professional
studies. He is cotsultanrtu 
Community.
Mental Health Center. He is




marital and counseling ser-





Association I APA), Division 1,
General Psychology of APA,
Phi Delta Kappa and
Association of Counselor
Education and Supervision.
Entertainment will be the
MSU A capella Choir under
the direction of Robert Baar.
Advance reservations for a
buffet luncheon must be made
at the Extension Office by
October .14, Carlisle. County
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fiuk-a-poo bicycle print nylon long sleeve
polyester shirt SHE  $16
Pre-washed denim pants with unreal leathe.r
trim 5-15  $19
• •lay-sway •Bani Americard *Mailer Chow
Wants Censorship,
To Protect Youth
By Abigail Van Buren
1976 b9 Ch.Cogo 1,0,9.14 V News Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: I am aware that you find pornography
offensive but feel that adults should be free to take it ori -leave it. How about children?
I recently found pictures in my 14-year-old son's room
that would make Sodom and Gomorrah look like a Sunday
 sch661 picnic!
White hard-core pornography is supposedly available
only to adults; like drugs, it's available in abundance -to
kids of all ages on every street corner in America.
Our enemies suppress pornography and drugs in their
own countries because they know that the way to destroy a
nation is first to corrupt the morals of its youth. Corny,
you think? I disagree with you and others who say that
censorship violates our freedom.
If this constitutes freedom, you can have it! Believe me,
a country that outlaws the ancient profession of
prostitution but condones pornography is sick, sick, sick!
A FATHER•
DEA-R- FATHER: If hard-core pornography 46, ”avalt-
able in abundance" to kids of all ages on every street
corner in America land I doubt that it is), I think the
peddlers should be pinched and prosecuted.
I remind you that "our enemies" suppress many things
besides pornography allegedly to avoid "moral corruption"
of their youth. And if I read you tight, we'd gain little by
legalizing prostitution but denying adults the freedom to
choose their own reading material.
DEAR ABB.Y7 I've-gone with this guy for over a year
and I love him very much.-He says he loves me, too, but
listen to this: The other night-my girlfriend and I were
together changing from our regular clothes into'our
swimsuits in a little beach house. ,
My boyfriend later told me that'lle was "amazed- that
would show my naked body to another girl, and he actually
accused me of being a lesbian! Abby, nothing could be
further from the truth, but that's the 'way this guy had it
figured out
I did my best to assure him that he was mistaken,. but
he wouldn't believe me Have you ever heard of 4ilything,
so' ridiculous? I swear, in today's society a woman can't
even kiss her own sister withtut someone thinking she's
gay. Help me!.
STRAIGHT & HURT
DEAR STRAIGHT: Your boyfriend is jumping to some
rather strange conclusions. His apparent hangup needs
professional counseling. If he can't 'see it that way, you'd
better look elsewhere for a boyfriend.
DEAR ABBY: A reader asked why he should tip d
waiter when the chef cooked the excellent meal. 'Having
been in the restaurant business for nearly 50 years. I think
I can answer that question:
The chef for cook) draws the highest salary in :he plaCe.
and Most .c-hefs get "tipped" from the wwter, and
waitresses -in appreciation" for getting their ,riders out
quickly.
Yon could call it "blackmail" for want of a better name,
but that's the way it's done -in the better restaurants And
there is no use going to the boss because a good chef is
hard to find:' but waiters can be- had by the dozens. '-
Talk about your prima donna! Artists could learn a rot
'about-temperament from these kings of the kitchen!
_ OUT EAST
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely. Wedding,-
, tend SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly
Calif 90212 Please enclose a long, self-addressed, stamped
i 240 envelope
Lynn Groue Women Meet At Church
The Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women
held their September meeting
at the church with Mrs.
Norman Lee presiding and
opening with prayer and a
meditation on "The Winds of
The Spirit."
A very interesting program
on "The Search • For Hap-
piness" was prcsented. The
program leader said "the
secret of happiness was to
invest ourselves in others and
use our knowledge to look for
God's purpose in our lives."
The women decided to have
the pastor, Rev. Julian
Warren, begin a study on the
book, -Decisions For
Destiny," a study of the
prophets, at the next meeting
on October 13.
The needs of the Reelfoot
Missitin, were explained by
Rev. Warren. Clothing and
other items will be collected to
send to the mission. Reports
were given with thirty-seven











Beat egg until thickened and
lemon color. Beat in the flour
and salt until combined. Stir in
the corn. In a 10-inch skillet
over moderate heat, heat 1 ta-
blespoon of the butter. Drop in
about half the corn mixture, by
heaping tablespoonsful, well
apart. Brown on both sides,
turning once; keep warm in a
low oven. Heat remaining but-
ter and cook remaining mixture -







Baby Boy Harrell (mother
Jane), RI. 2, Benton, Baby
Girl Richardson ( mother
Sharon), Rt. 4, Benton, Baby
Boy Lax ( mother Sue), 410 N.
8th., Murray.
DISMISSALS
James A. Turner, 106 N.
12th., Murray, Mrs. Carla J.
Wollenweber, Rt. 5, Paris,
Bickie Hill, 2131 Bridge
IPaducati, -Mrs. Shelia
Oakley„....51.2,..S.131h., Murray,
Mrs. Linda L. Coker, 404 S.
9th., Murray, Mrs. Naomi '3:-
Garland, Rt. 1, Box 145,
Kirksey, Mrs. Euple K.
Rowland, Rt. 1, Box 266, Almo,
Mrs. Claudia May Sellers and
Baby Girl, 727 S. 2nd.,
Mayfield, Mrs. Donna K.
Rayburn and Baby Girl, 224 '
Riveria Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Donna J. Bruce and Baby Boy,
223 Riveria Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Melodee A. Fish and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Gilbertsville, Mrs.
Jennifer Hill, Rt. 2, Box 311,
Murray, Mrs. Tressa A.
Green, Rt. 1, Springville, Tn.,
Randall Thornton, 802
Chestnut, , Murray, Mrs.
Nancy Fox, Dexter, Hollie A.
Alderdrce, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Minnie B. Lamb, Fern
Terrace Ldg., Murray,
-Thomas A-. Turner, R4 Box-
358, Murray, Jesse T. Hud-
dleston, Cerulean Rt. 1, Cadiz,
Toy Paschall (expired), Rt. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Monico M..






Baby Girl Driskill: (-mother
Anita G.), Rt, 7, Benton, Baby
Boy- Etherton (mother Mary
E. I, Rt. 5, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Frankie Colson Jr., Rt. 1,
Hardin, Brownie Wilkerson,
Rt. 2, Murray, Richard M.
Duke, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs. Linda
M. Newsome, Rt. 1, Bx. 206-A
Farmington, Larry Dale
Barrow, 511 So. 8th., Murray,
Harry Dale Cowan, Rt. 1 Bx.
304 Cottage Grove, Tn.,
Anthony L. Wilson, 227
Riviera Courts, Murray, Mrs.
Betty A. Brockway, 1508
Oxford Dr., Murray, Delbert
F. Newson, Rt. 1 Bx. 206A
Farmington, Mrs. Annette
Holden, Rt. 1 Bx. 10, Almo,
Edward G. Clark, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Mae Outland,
210 So. 9th. St.., Murray, John
M. McCa)ston,Rt. 2„Puryear,
Tn., Miss Rubye M. Lovett,
Rt. 4, Benton,. Raymond T.
Matheney, Kt. 1, .Murry,
James L. Duncan, Rt. 1, Almo,
Roosevelt Paschall, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn, _Mrs. Anna J.
Hamilton, Cr. Bx. 51 New
Concord, Eura n Flood







Larry D. Nimmo, Rt. 8, Box
8, Murray, Mrs. Violet J;
Wilderson, Cottage Grove,
Tn., Mrs. Sherry A. Webb and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Carolyn E. Green,"Rt. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Betty J. Dowdy,
Rt. 6 - Box 115, Murray, Miss
Michelle TM. Webb, Box 37,
New Concord, Miss Ruth L.
Pritchett, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Patricia J. Binford, Rt. 5,
Murray, Lannie G. Mize, Rt. 5,‘
Murray, Mrs. Lena M.
McClain, Rt. 1, Palinersville,
Tn., Martin Crowell, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs, Lucile Morgan,
Fern Terrace Ldg., Murray,
Mrs. Lottie M. Farris, 416 S.
10th., Murray, Curn M. Mathis
( expired), Rt: 4, Murray, Mrs.
Rachel T. Kelso ( expired), Rt.




Just in Time For Homecoming
30%
See Our New Koret in
Midnight Blue and Honey Almond
Also
Jeannie Durell for you tall girls
in coral and green '
Clothes Closet
South side Shopping Center
Pledge Tea Is Held For
Murray High Tn-Alpha
Twenty-four junior girls of
Murray High School were
initiated at a candlelight
pinning ceremony into the
Murray High , Tri-Alpha, a
YMCA-sponsored service
club, on Monday evening,
October 4, at the school.
The new members are Jill
Austin, Donna Bailey, Shawn
Baker, Ann Clark, Laurie




Karen Jackson, Gina Jones,
Kathy May, Angela Rickman,
Deanna Siegler, Dana
Shipley, Laura Shinners, Tina
Steele, Greta Timmerman,
Share TOon, Jane Ann Turner,
Sandy Vickers, Janot Smith,
- The club president, Lisa
Smith, welcomed the new
members, and Emily Porter,
chaplain, gaiie the devotion.
Other officers assisting in the
pinning were Bobbie Smith,
vice-president; Pam Lassiter,




A high point of the ceremony
was the announcement of
Marilyn Howard, daughter of
Tea Planned For
OES Officers
The Past Matrons and Past
Patrons Club of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will honor Mrs.
Frances Churchill and Eunice
Henry, retiring worthy
matron and worthy patron of
thE -chapter, with .a tea .on
Sunday, October 10, at the
Masonic Hall.
Members of the Eastern
Star and friends are invited to





The home of Mrs. Charlie
Stubblefield was the scene of
the September meeting of the
New Concord Homemakers
Club with Mrs. Ed Davis
giving the devotion.
Mrs. Effie Edwards called
the roll with each member
telling what she remembers
most about her first school
teacher.
The lesson on "Clothing
Guideposts" was presented by
Mrs. Curtice, Cdok who said
the fall look is bulk over
slimness, tunics, vests, t-
shirts, and mixing and mat-
ching suits.
In the -absence of Mrs.
Rainey Lovins, the recreation
was by Mrs. Stubblefield,
hostess, who, assisted by Mrs.
Louise Patterson, served
refreshments of rum cake,
cheese balls, nuts, and an
assortment of cold drinks to
twelve members and two
visitors, Mrs. Hermon Powell
and Mrs. Ed Davis, with the
latter becoming a new
member.
The next meeting will be
October 13 at one-p. m. at the
home of Miss Mary Mon-
tgomery.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Howard, as
the 1976 Ideal Pledge.
At the conclusion, fruit
punch and white and pink
party cakes were served from
a tea table decorated in green
linen and highlighted by an-
tique copper candelabra and
arrangement of fall dried
flowers. The "club sponsor,
Mary Ann Russell, served.
The Murray High Tn-Alpha
is open to all junior and senior
girls who maintain a
scholastic average of 83 or
more, who are interested in
becoming involved- in school
and community service and




Wanda Smith opened her
home on Tuesday, September
28, at 7:30 p. m. for the
meeting of the WMU of the
Oak Grove Baptist Church.
Presenting the lesson on
"What It Takes To Be An
Inner-City Missionary" were
Hilda Evitts, Freda Hum-
phreys, Delpha Taylor, Clara
Jean Paschall, and Youlanda
Grooms.
The Bible study on "Models
For Missions" with scripture
from I and II Timothy was
given by Jane Morton, Sherrie
Paschall, and Wanda Smith.









time and a visitor
David Bowie Nicolas Rono s
The man who fell to Earth
Also starring Rip Torn • Candy Clark BUCK Henry • from Cinema
Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40 p.m.
Liquid Lips (X) 18 or Over Only.
Thru Wed.
7:20,9:15 + 2:30Sat., Sun.









7:15, 9:15 42:30 Sun.
GREGORY PECK
LEE REMICK
DF:LvE %mite Open 6:45-Start 7:15
Thru Sat.











Shopping Center - 7 1 I-1-4 -,
HI -6 kifin.-Sat., 10 til .8 Fri.
Sale
-Friday-Saturday
dirt. Bel-AirirshvaI1. Hrs. 10,tr : as








Infants 8 Months S-M-L-XL Reg 581 00
Boys Sizes 2-20
. Girls Sizes 2-14
Pre-Teen Girls 6-14
Reg. $14-$78 20 A on
Don moor Long Sleeve
. ,
The Famous
Star Trek r. Red-I, Girls
Shirts Sportswear












Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES -
( Mar 21 to Apr. 201
To be avoided: irrational
moves, hasty conclusions, mis-
judgments through careless-
ness or prejudice. This won't be
difficult if you display your
usual foresight.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) t '6°R;1:-
Stellar influences warn
against indiscretion, unconven-
tionality. Stress the conser-
vative — especially in dealings
with the opposite sex.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
With your innate ingenuity,
you will probably discover more
than one novel way of meeting
day's demands. Others are
competing for identical goals.
Push on! '
- CANCER - 
(June 22 to July 23) "'-
There may be a hitch in
certain ,arrangements now —
especially these involving
travel. Be prepared to im-
provise.
LEO
July 24 -to Aug. 23)
A splendid period in which to
plan home improvements; also
to give serious thought to a
property deal. '-
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) Will
A pleasant surprise indicated




(Sept. 24 to 6e. 23)
An "iffy" sort of day, much
depending on your initiative and
good judgment. You have
plenty of planetary backing to
carry out worthwhile moves
and plans, however.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 171/AtiC'
Influences continue
beneficent. Take advantage by
pressing on toward lofty ob-
jectives. Job and financial
'interests especially favored.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Tip-top Jupiter influences
foster more of the grit and
ingenuity that won laurels for
you in the past. This will be a
good-day for innovations.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Don't, be tricked by the.
bizarre. Overactivity also un-




(Jan. 21 to Feb. L9),.
Some unusual activities in-
dicated, but certain tedious
matters will require attention
nontheless. Pep them up with
one of those ingenious "twists"
at which you are so adept.
PISCES
(Feb. 20th Mar. 20) )(
Some trends changing.
Synchronize your activities to
accomodate. Curb a tendency to
become overly emotional.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
etceptionally gregarious in-
dividual, with great enthusiasm
for life and people generally.
You have been endowed with
outstanding business acumen
and are a terrific organizer.
You are extremely meticulous
in all your undertakings and
unusually competent in
emergencies. A born leader,
unlike many of the Libra-born,
yoli can be a stalwart in your
community, state or country.
You enjoy travel, music and the
theater and may take up, any
one of these as an avocation if
you do not choose one as a




The Girls In Action of Spring
-Creek. Baptist Church met at
the home of the leader, Mrs.
Jerry Butler, on Friday,
September 24, after the close
of the school day.
Renee Butler, president,
presided. Each one answered
the roll call by telling
something for which she was
thankful. As the call to prayer
was reed, each one blcw out a
candle on the cake baked for







Wagoner and Christy Darnell,
song and recreational leader.
- The GAs will meet on the
third Friday of each month.
Shop Fridays
Until 8 p.m. MU'S
Sensational bargains throughout the store!
FREL.FREL.FREE..FREE








- Save today on a
fabulous stock of
fall dresses in your
favorite styles. Buy
several today!.
Save on capes, stoles and jackets.




Save 10% on any mink
cape, stole or jacket






Save 20% on oir entire stock of fabulous new fall shoes.
Nothing has been Held harktor-this fabulous sale. All of our










Leather coats at a price you can afford.
Wanted fashion colors and styles in sizes
8 to 20. Lay-awa our coat today'
4-A Flattering Missy Sizes!
c.?Pantsuits
Req. 50.00 to 58.00
3990
Save ep to 111.10 on a fine selection
of wanted missy pantsuits in solids
and prints. Hurry in make your.









With soy additionel 5.00 Frances Dewey wages!
You receive 6 HOPE essentials in the kit: 3 fragrance
items and 3 skin care items.
New fall styles in gold



























A large group of square and
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Security Director Green Is COMMUNITIF4i
Speaker For Retir▪ ed Persons 
CALENDAR 
Murray State's Security
Director Joe Green told
Calloway County's retired
teachers Monday, Oct.. .4,
"We've got to become in-
volved" if youthful crimes are
to be controlled.
' With Dr. Harry Sparks
_presiding, the Calloway
County Retired Teachers
Association met in Ellis
Center to hear the address on
— -Security" and to make plans
for the district meeting on Oct.
8. The First District Retired
Teachers Association will
meet concurrently with the
FDEA and will register at 9 a.
m., Oct. 8, in the University
School Auditorium.
Mr, Green, who was int
troduced by Mrs. Modestst,
Jeffrey, told the group,
"Security begins at Home."
He said that many people
don't understand that taking
someone's property "is
stealing."
Crimes of violence are in-
creasing rapidly, he ex-
plained, especially among




exhibited some samples of
illegal drug devices and
materials.
"There is a great void in
lives of young people because
of the lack of personal in-
struction and advice," Green
believes. He said he and his







Get acquainted with our
new collection of color
and scenic backgrounds.
Tues., Wed., Thur., Fri., Sat.
Oct. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
Daily 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
South 12th St. 1
All age, Bailie, children and adults. One num per sulnect. Additions/ subrects —groups
or indolduals ',AMC S IA, per subset. No proofs—choose from fintslvtd pro-
fess...mai portrait. Inoue. —our selection. ..You mat "elect aciditiorul portraits offered at





that "we're dealing--wflli East Elementary FTC will
somebody's son and daughter meet at seven p.m. at the
—not just a number." school.
In the business session of the




retired teachers in Kentucky.
He said the retired teachers of
the district would have their
Fall Workshop at Ramada Inn
in Paducah Nov. 18-19. Friday, October 8
The next regular meeting of North Murray Homemakers
the Calloway Retired Club will meet with Mrs. John
Teachers will be at noon on Workman, 1508 Parklane, at
Dec. 6. Other meeting dates
were set for Feb. land May 9.
The secretary's report Broadway musical, "A
showed a membership of Funny Thing Happened on the
approximately 100 retired Way to the Forum," will have
teachers in the Calloway its closing night performance
organization. Mrs. Modest at eight p.m. at the Mal
Jeffrey gave the devotional Theatre.
and was in charge of the
program. First Distriet IUTifed
Officers of the Calloway Teachers Association seminar
Retired Teachers Association will be in the MSU Student
are: Dr. Harry Sparks, Center auditorium from 9:30
president; Miss Hazel Tarry, a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
vice president; Mrs. Agnes
McDaniel, secretary; Miss West Kentucky food service
Lorene Swann, treasurer. school will be in room 206,
Committees appointed by Stewart Stadium, MSU, from





Sparks, Lucille Austin and
Opal Emerine.
Telephone: Cleo Redden,
Rubie Smith, Rubie Roberts,
Mamie Anderson, Lilly
Wrat her and Murl Robertson.
Project: Hall McCuiston,
Virgil Grogan and Thyra
Crawford.
Remembrance: Justine
Story, Lilly Farris, and Zitelle
Goheen.
Publicity: L. J. and Mellie
Hortin.
Program: Modest Jeffrey,
E. B. Howton, Matt Sparkman
and Lochie Hart.
The social committee
served punch, coffee, cookies
and cheese snacks. R. E.
Goodgion gave the benedic-
tion.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
East Elementary School
FTC will meet at seven p.m. at
the school.
1:30 p.m.
First • District Industrial
Arts Association annual
meeting will be at ten am. in
room S-101 of MSU Applied
Science and Technology
building.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:31)
p.m. For transportation call
753-97154r9:15 a.m. and 11:30
a. m.
Friday, October 8
Senior Citizens will meet for
Meal at Douglas Community
Center from 11:45 a.m. to two
p.m. Activities will follow at
2:30 p.m.
Hayride for youth, twelve
years old or older, will start at
the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church at seven p.m.
Murray Women Discuss
Travels For Chapter M
In the first fall meeting of
Chapter M of P.E.O.
Philanthropic Educational
Organization), Mrs. A. C.
LaFollette and Mrs. George S.
Hart, by way of slides and
discussions, took members on
an informative South
American tour.
The 7:30 p.m. October.. 4
meeting was in the lovely
home of Mrs. Alfred Lindsey,
Jr. Mrs. Morgan Sisk was co-
hostess.
Mesdames Hart and
LaFollette were members of a
group touring the Southern
countries in February 1976. In






- cient ruins, mountain peaks,
crieasure Chest Offer!
Yours for ONLY $10 • • •
after you have accumulated $50 in purchases of our
high-quality but moderately-priced cosmetics.
Look at these prices:
7.5 oz. Cleansing Cream $4.00
2 oz. Fluff Face Powder $ 3.50
Lipstick $2.75
Exquisite in every detail, our musical Treasure Chest
highlights an offer which is good
through November 15,1976 (or while supplies last).-
MERLE noRmAn COSMETICS
403 So. 12th 75 3 -6 926
famous waterfalls and other
such points of interest.
After the pictures were
shown, numerous items which
were purchased on the trip
were displayed and discussed.
Most of these represented the
intricate handwork of the
native people.
Mrs. Olga Freeman,
oresident, presided over the
bbsiness meeting. The
devotion was given by Mrs. A.
H. Titsworth. Routine reports
were given by officers and
committee chairmen.
Because of homecoming at
Murray State, it was voted to
postpone .the breakfast,
previously scheciderl._. for
October 16; to October 23. The
meeting at that time will be in
the home of Mrs. LaFollette at
9 a. m.
A memorial service was
held for Mrs. Ralph Woods, a
charter member of Chapter
M. Participating in the service
-were Mesdames Freeman,
Titsworth, Paul Sturm and
Maurice Christopher.
The hostesses served a
delicious dessert course to
sixteen members and one




James W. Parker, Harry M.
Sparks, John C. Quertermous,
W. J. Pitman, L. J. Hortin,
Hugh L. Oakley, Harlan
Hodges and the guest Mrs.
William s. Major. Mrs. Major




The Sigma Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have its meeting Monday,
October 11, at 7:30 p. m. at the
Club House.
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer will
show slides on "Autumn In
The Land Between The
Lakes."
hostesses will be Mrs.
Donald Burchfield, Mrs. Jorge
Garrastazu, Mrs. Harold
Hurt, Mrs. Leonard Whitmer,
Mrs. William Smith, and Mrs.
Stuart Poston.
Mrs. Virgil Harris, chair-
man, urges all members to
attend.
Saturday, October 9
A rummage and bake sale
will be held on the Murray
High School lawn from nine
a.m. to three p.m., sponsored
by the FHA.
The Hallelujah Singers will
sponsor a community youth
singing at the Owens Chapel
Baptist Church, Penny-
Au-port Road, at seven p.m.
The public is invited.
Murray Squarenaders will
meet in meeting room of West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center, from 7:30
to eleven p.m. with Arnold
Hearon of Paducah as caller.
Visiting dancers are welcome
and call Joe Cowin for in-
formation.
Sunday, October 10
Darnell reunion will be held
Debate, discussion, and duo- at the large pavilion at
acting workshop for high Kenlake State Park with a
school students in the Murray basket lunch to be served at
State regional area will be one p.m.




A hayride for the youth,
twelve years and older, will be
held by the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church on Friday,
October 8.
The group will meet at the
church at seven p.m. Refresh-
ments will be served, ac-
cording to the youth leader,
Debbie Bell.
Seventh anniversary
celebration of Rev. W. T
Atkins will be held at the
Chestnut Grove AME Church,
Hazel.
Tell lib nisfiTig Frances
Churchill and Eunice Henry
will be at the Masonic Hall
from two to four p.m., as
sponsored by Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 OES. Eastern








Dikieland Center rhestnut Street
Toilet Seats aren't just
plain and white any more,
they have flowers, frogs,
even the stock market
report on them. Some are
Early American, others
are very modern, some
are sophisticated, elegant
and quiet. Others are
bright, colorful fun-types.
For standard size toilet
seats and beautiful plush
bathroom rugs, come see
me at the Green Door.
Bobs Hopper
P.S.Open on Fridays til 8
p.m.




TRIP FOR TWO TO
LAS VEGAS
YOU WIN All THIS:
* 4 DAYS & 3 NIGHTS AT A FABULOUS HOTEL * ROUND TRIP AIR FARE
* DELUXE ROOM ACCOMMODATIONS* ONE DINNER SHOW
* TWO COCKTAILS* ONE BREAKFAST
--= PLUS —
* $250.00 SPENDINQ-MONEY * $100.00 LADIES WARDROBE
You must be 18 to enter. No purchase required. Winner notified.
Famous Name




Pants, vest and blazer' WO%
polyester New Fall Colors
COORDINATED
SPORTSWEAR
• Jackets • Pants
• Skirts • Tops






jI yost se Iec tion of styles in
polyesters Solids and prints
Beautiful foil colors
FALL HANDBAGS






3 PC. SKIRT SETS
REG. 27.99
5 9 9
Skirt Vest and Blazer 100%
polyester New, fall colors
FASHION
PANTS
Easy core polyesters in your
favorite fall colors
599 \ tf 399
Behr s Charge•BankAmericarc-I•Moster Charge
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER. MURRAY, KY OPEN NIGHTS Ill 9...SUNDAY 1-6
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Letters To The Editor
On Channelization
Dear Editor:
Just a short note to comment on your
October 4, 1976 issue of the Ledger and
Times, Letters to the 'Editor Section.
Mr. Peter Phelan writes condemning
the Army Corps of Engineers and the
Kentucky Department of Tran-
sportations' chanrielization projects
including the proposed section of Rock
House Creek near Dexter, Kentucky.
Consider Mr. Phelan and the other
fine Kentuckians in the Purchase Area
who wish to fight the Corps in their
channelization projects, the im-
portance Agriculture is to the economy
of our area and the Nation. Agriculture
being our greatest resource deserves
high priority_ in all government
projecl&,
It is true, the fact that the Corps
drains hundreds of acres of wetland
each year through its channelization
projects, I suggest the government
should do more in its efforts to claim ( at
times reclaim) land for agriculture
purposes.
As for Calloway County we are losing
valuable farm land each year because
of the clogging of Clarks Rivec and its
tributaries. When. this is allowed LIJ
happen we all lose, being an excavating
contractor I am familiar with the
beneifts of such water control projects
and the shortcomings of their absence.
If one wishes to visit beautiful '
meadering streams and rivers, see
animals in their natural habitat or
aquatic plants they need not travel far.
Our government has seen fit to include
all this in the thousands not hundreds I
of acres of the Land Between the Lakes.
Lakes.
All of us want to live in a clean and
protected environment and all of us
want to live in a prosperous America.
We must work very hard to achieve
both, unfortunately resources are
limited. We can't do everything we









The Laker Speech Team would like to
thank you for the support on publicity
for the Sonny James Concert.
We really appreciate your concern







I would like to take this opportunity to
thank the Leciger and Times on behalf
of over 29 million living veterans in
these United States and the 408
thousand veterans in the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky, for your
assistance in keeping the veterans,
widows and orphans informed of their
Veterans Administration benefits.
The Administration Id
be hard pressed to keep veterans and
beneficiaries informed without the help
of newspapers such as yours. Your
public spirited cooperation in
disseminating news of interest to our
Bridge Scary
Dear Editor:
I have lived on Rockhouse Creek for
14 years and there have been so many
cars and trucks that have hit this bridge
I could not count them.
But I can tell you there have been
nine cars to hit this bridge in six weeks.
It scares me to think what could hap-
.
-3,







former servicemen makes our job
much easier. Stories that appear on
your pages relative to changes in
educational benefits, home loans,
hospitalization, medical care, etc. are
the principal way the deserving .
veterans of Kentucky keep abreast of
their valuable benefits.
I am sure that your continued support
.of this type of public service has helped
the veterans of the Commonwealth
Kentucky immeasurably.-So, again, .
behalf of the Veterans Administrayon
and the veterans of our nation, I salute






AUSTRALIAN BiARS: Mrs. Nancy
Walsto , 1310 Oxford Drive, con-. .
sider idding on these two female
ko • bear and baby animal dolls
f$ 'm 'Australia*---when the Murray
otary Club's first International.
Bazaar and Auction is held Oct. 14 in
the Murray High School Gymnasium: -
Rotary  _clubs from  31_ countries_
around the world - have sent many /
unusual gifts to the Murray club for
the . auction, . the proceeds from-- - -
which will go toward helping the
local club finance its local com-
munity service projects.
'V •
conservation piece when the boss
comes o dinner. ,
• The club at critetieg,TETT,'.̀ Canada,
sent an ovarrandoin wool mat, 27-by-54
.inches. Yoffhave to start your bid at
yo e to get The club .4.1
Halifaivtariada, sent a.poliahed pebble •
necklace that will make them "ooh and
ah" across the bridge tables.
+++++
If you are a collector, there's
something for you, too. The Aarhus,
Denmark, club has sent a beautiful
Royal Copenhagen 1975 collector's
Chfistmas plate, the bidding for which
will slart at $25.
The Aachen, Germany, club sent a
cast-iron relief of Charlemagne.
Aachen was the scene _during World
War. II of some of the most fierce
fighting of the war. From Thessalonika,
Greece, came a warrior wall plaque,
macre out of metal, which will be'a steal
if somebody- gets it at its starting
- bidding price of $12.50.
Humanely Speaking
Written By The Humane Society Of Calloway Comity
"Of Cats and Claws clawing. Remember that a full grown
In last week's column we brought up '
the problem of trimming dogs' claws.
Cats have problems =War to dogs that
make trimming desirable under certain
circumstances.
A cat's claw will grow long and an
outer layer will then begin to split away
from the inner layer. The tip of the claw be sure you want to keep the animal as
will remain intact while the upper part a pet and offer it the protection you are
splits off the claw and forms a barb. denying it by de-clawing. If you give it
When a cat scratches a tree or the away, there is no assurance that the
. scratching post 1 or your favorite chair) animal you de-clawed will not be put
he is trying to catch these barbs on the outdoors where claws are needed for its
material and pull off the...old elan% survival. It was reported to the
leaving a new, somewhat shorter, Humane Society that a woman near
sharper claw that has formed un- Murray foolishly had the vet remove all
dernealh . .._ ._ . four sets of claws of her cat then later .
. If a cat does not get muchiercise on callously dumped the cat. Make no
hard surfaces, his claws,May not get a mistake about it. Dumping a cat is the
chance to go through this self-trimming same as condemning it to a cruel death. .
process. . If trio?* is needed the Dumping a de-clawed cat is as tiler-
hat ciless as turning it loose in a pack • t.same precauti are necessary t
you take whiletrinuning a dog's claws: dugs.
that is, not to get too close to the For niciri' information about trim-
"quick" 'test you cause the animal a trung and de-clawing call your vet or •
great deal of pain, consult one of the many books about
Most cats take well to a scratching animal care that are provided by the
-----"Ost wrapped with a deep pile carpet Calloway County Public Library
for the purpose of trimming their own New County Dog Warden . •
claws and getting some easy exercise. Needs Your Help ,
Some catrwill, however, take a liking Mr. Hamilton, the new county
to certain home furnishings or a small warden, is busy trying to keep the
ornamental -tree, and efforts to train breath of life in some twenty very small •
them to a scratching post may prove puppies. He has generously paid for
fruitless. It is a matter of pride with. 'powdered milk for the pups out of his 7 -
some cats that they scratch where they own pocket. Although the City and
deem thescratching best 'County keep plenty of teetton hand for • •
Declawing . groWn dogs, feeding the sinall ones hai.
..As unsallory as it may seem, cats' been an increasing problem at the
claws can be removed, although it is not pound. The dry, hard aid chunk) adult -
a.very wide-spread practice. It istarely food cannot be eaten by the puppies. In •
necessary, however, and not very often . the past, the pups, after ti-Week or so at ....• -
advisable. Usually other solutions to the pound, began suffering from
damaged furniture or trees can be malnutrition and became suceptable .
found. _ colds, pneumonia and other ailments .
If a cat is neutered or spayed, that eventually did them in.
damage to the house and yard is • If you would like to help Mr. Hamilton
reduced and problems of fighting and in his fight for these puppies, you could
g y howling c . send foodibut' f
Wrapping.a tree (rUnicwith fine chicken- Purchases' the , Humane. 'Society,
wire from the ground to as high as the which will see t . roper food gets to
• cat -can-reach will'solve the young tree the pound. Mr. Hamilton will also need -
damage problem. Luring a cat to a help in placing the puppies in good .
scratching post by rubbing it with homes. If you would like one or know :
catnip while spraying his "preferred" . someone who might, please call Mr.
couch -arm with a chemical designed to Hamilton ( 753-1461) or Eva Crank I 753- •
r-epell cats will help the indoor damage 3535) of the Humane S_ociety. Mr. - -
Hamilton deserves a pat on the backproblem.
These methods of solving the problem from us all for his concern for "the
should be tried before considering de- animals at the pound.




We have opened our home time and Bo ' and Mr. Butler •for all their The club at Ghent, Belgium, where I 
-worked ship, a special product of auditorium. Mrs. -Gene Landoll and L. D. Miller, extatiye secretary of-the
fellow by the name of Enoshima t L _Mrs. Don Keller are general chairmen Murray r Chamber of Commerce. ,A_ _ ... .time again to trembling and}rightened aSsistanee. in completing. the paving of once played golf while 'over then t - a . .
Sigma parade, displays, contests, refresh- 
.
people all hours of the day 6r night and I my street. during "the war,", sent a table cover 
think). The Hondo
.* 
club sent five of the event sponsored by -the 
Liege, Belgium, where our unit had an 
namban temari; which are balls used Depirtment of the Murray Woman's ments, etc:, will be featured.
C. 0.' Bonduranr, Area Extension -
am not too concerned about how th,ey Sincerely, and eight napkins, and the club ,it
fix the bridge as long as theyfix it. • Alan H. Frank _ traditionally as childrens' toys, while Club. . 
, .... .
/ the Mizukaido club sent the symbolic Deaths reported include Willie. A. -Agent in Agricultural Economics. left ' •Mrs. Cora M. Pritchett
Trimming rat has a good chance of surviving an
attack by a dog or another cat. A cat
without claws can neither fight off
attackers nor escape by climbing trees.
Remember toe that only thefront claws • -
need removing for prevention of
damage. A cat can still climb low
hanging trees with back claws.
Before de-clawing any cat you must
:
•
Since moving<toVurray I have en-
Editor:
countered duSeand mud on the street
where I,Iter4. I have also encountered
courtaiy,end patience from the Murray
Street Pepartment:I would like t6 go on
recxf in thanlung Mayor Scott, Mr.
-GtiFrott's Galley
Rotary Bazaar and Auction
24 Novel, Fund-Raising Idea
By M. C. Garrott
One of the most novel fund-raising
ideas to come down the track since they
did away with passenger trains is the
Rotary Club's International Bazaar and
Auction. It will be held next Thursday
night, Oct. 14, beginning at 7 o'clock in 4
the Murray High gymnasium.
Some time ago, the club's projects
committee came up with the idea of 40 ,‘ON'
writing Rotary clubs all over the world •.•
asking for and offering to buy a gift
symbolic cif the life or culture in their
munit service projects.
proceeds from Which will go toward
financing the club's many local corn-
- , N
.country' to be sold at an auction, the
Clubs in 53 countries responded with
more than 480 different gifts, many of
them exotic and unusual. If you have
someone on your Christmas gift list--
whom you feel "has everything,"
here's the time and the place to pick up
something for them that we'll bet you a
stick of gum they won't have.
The committee in charge of the
auction have many of these gif .
displayed n.-..various places aroEtd-
town.. Wilson Gantt has a shee kin
tapestry from New Zealand fr the
Waipawa club in that country at well as
es,
an original painting b Benito
Quenquela Martin, famo Argentine
artist, a gift from the_ n Antonia de
Areco club, displayed his office at
Sparks Hall at Murra State.
There are other in Enix Interiors, ..,
the local-banks, t Capri Theater and a
dozen or so oth places.
The San Jorge, Argentina, club sent a
mate d bombilla, which is Argen-:l i
tine or • 'a mug and a straw" used for
sip ' g native tea I don't believe it was
igned, however, for teetotalers.. The
ay it's reinforced indicates somet .Nzig
stronger than Upton's norinally' is
drunk f •
From the club in Perth_,,kistralia,
came a set of cuff links made from
polished iron ore. They'll start at $10.
The Dacca, club in Bangladesh sent
eight gifts-a jute handicraft shoulder
bag, an 18-piece jute table place mat set
and jute hanging plant holders in all
sizes.
In addition to kangaroo and koala .
bear dolls, a couple of them with little
kangaroos peeping out of their mothers'
pouches, the Melbourne, Australia
club sent...seven honest-to-Bets
boomerangs. The club doesn't
ticipate as much trouble getting rid ,1
these, as you will if you try. to, throw
them away. I
. +++++
Assistant Professor automotive shop for several months Japanese lady's fan and holder. Crittenden, age 79, Mrs. Myrtle Tucker,. . 






By obert F. Stephens
/ Attorney General
You /have probably noticed -ad-
vertis4rtients describine methods ofr yall7tinou money.
you may earn real amounts of money
In most instances the offers state that
money home. Unfortunately,
Zt of these work-at-home schemes.cost you money instead of mailing
during your spare time in the con-
venience of your own home. What they
do not tell ycu is that there is an in-
struction manual or an expensive pieCe
of machinery that you will be required
to purchase. As an inducement to
purchase these materials, the promoter
offers to buy the goods you will
produce.
The problem occurs after you send
the finished products you make to the
company and they are rejected because
they do not meet with compan_y /tan-
'dards. Sometimes you find there isn't
even a market for the product. Often,
the promoter sells you the instruction
manual or machine and never has any
intention of buying the product you
make.
Legitimate offers bf "homework" are
Bible ThQuiht, •
But the fruit of the spirit is




If these fruits are in your life,
remember that you had nothing
to do with it! It . is all God's,
doing; as St. Paul said, "God
gave the increase."
rare. The claims regarding possible
earnings used in the sales pitches are
often false, and almost always
exaggerated. There are also false
claims about the Amount of time
required to do the work and, market
demand for the product.
If you're still thinking about a par-
ticular work at home program, you
should at least:
(1) Write and ask for all available
literature about the company. ,
(2) Check with the Attorney
General's Office or the Better Business
Bureau.
( 3) Before spending any money, know
what the total cost will be in time and
money.
(4) Make sure all earnings, claims or
guarantees used in the sales pitch are in •
If you have a consumer complaint,
write to the Office of the Attorney
-General, Division of Consumer
Protection, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
The office has found that it can most
effectively deal with written com-
plaints and encourages you to write
when you have a complaint. However,
if you have an emergency situation, call
the consumer hotline. The number is 1-
800-372-2960. —
"old home week" seeing those items
The Rotarians at Traiguen in Chil,
responded with a couple of wool purse:-
and a pair of hand-carved cow horn
figurines depicting a man and.a maknari
of an Indian trlbe. The San Jose De
Maipo club, &Ian in Chile, sent along
"la trutrulca," an Araucanian Indian
instrument used for religious
ceremonies. It'll make in excellent
Today In History
B • The Associated Press
Today is Thursday,--October 7, the
281st day of 1976. There are 85 days left
-- in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1765 the. Slam Act
Congress convened in New York to
, -draw up colonial- grievances against
England.
On this date -
In 1898, U.S. troops occupied the
Cuban city of Havana during the
Slianish-American War.
• In 1908, the island of • Crete
proclaimed union with Greece. .
In 19?5, the League of Nations
declared Italy an aggresserf011owing
its invasion of Ethiopia.
In 1940, German forces occupied
Romania in World War II.
In 1950, the United Nations:General
Assembly approved an Allied advance,
north of the 38th Parallel in the Korean
War.
In 1963, President John V. Kennedy
signed the nuclear test-Dan treat' with
Britain and the Soviet Union.
Me Murray Ledger 4i. Times
The Murray Ledger B Times is
published 456,10:CaftOrn0Or. 'except Sun•
days. July $:ChriiTrreas Day. New Year
Dksy ond Thanksgrvong by. Murray.
- Newspapers. Inc 103N 4th St Murray
. 42071
.5econd Class Postage Paid at Murray. •
Kr 4207.1-
-SUBSCRIPTION RATES in areas served
by carriers. 51 25 per month poyob,e •
advance By osail to Calloway Co•••••fy
and,ro Benton Horchn Mayfield Serlatto
and Farroirtgoon Ky and Pcu-s
Buchanan ond Poryear Tenn $ (5 00
per year By moil to other chrefirtations
53Q 00 per year
aember of Assoctofed Press Ke,
-' tacky Press Assoc-tattoo and Soothe,-
'Newspaper Publishers Assoriottoo
\elt
From the Hong Kong Rotarians came
a pair of "Cloisonne-ware" jars. Don't .
ask itie what -Cloisonne-wfire"Ii! I
don't know. I just know these are pretty
and unusual. You won't find it at Big K..
Six 'of. the Japanese clubs responded' ,
withgifts.The club a upsa
Sigma Capers. 1966. opened last night
StateUniversity
Pig& are "coniplete 'for. -Calloway
County Day on October 13 according to
More namban temari came from the
Tochio club, while the North Tokyo club
sent a porcelain plate with a bamboo
design. Four silk scarfs Came from t§e'
Yokohama club to round out those gifts.
+++++
I could goon and on listing and briefly
describing the thine they'll have tor
you to bid on next Thursday pizbt.
They're going to open the dootlit 6
o'clock an .givejou an.heur or so to
brease around and look them' over
before the bidding starts at 7.
-This is an unusual, worthwhile
community project, and it deservesihe
support of everyone. We hope-to-See-you
there. • -
age 77, Charles H. McDaniel, age 51,
and Leo &Nth, age 83.
Leon chambers; Herman Darnell,
Noble Cox, Ray T. Broach, and Mrs.
Glen Kelso. are new officers of the.
Calloway County Farm Bureau.
_- _Jim Hart of Murray, senior physics
major at Murray State University, is
pictured by the University's 12 .inch
telescope at the observatory atop the
science'building.
,Mary Leslie Erwin, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Stark Erwin, has completed
her training for the position of
Stewardess with , Pan American' Air-
ways.
Appraisal School at the University of
Kentucky, Lexington.
Salom.Rizit, author and lecturer, will
be featured speakii-at the 72nd annual
meeting of the First District Education
Association to be held at Paducah
Tilghman High School on October 12.
A total,of 38 farm leaders Including
Farm Bureaudirect ors and4heirwives
-and Agricultural 'Agency leadeis at-
tended a special meeting here • on
October 5, according
Farm BOrau president.
Barbara Washer presided at the





Toward More Enduring Marriages.-
Since the divorce' rate the
United States nov. the highest
in the world and continue, to in-
crease, it may he for our
society to examine the customs
we follow in selecting marriage
partners Perhap. our
Matchmaking could be im-
prfived and could risult in more
tattling marriages'and fewer
divorces
In A recent Bureau of Census
report, senior demographer
Paul Glick observed that mar
nage partners "are typicall
joined through a process of
chance, often involving cum
Prolinse- He noted that the
number of accepoNe marriage
partners is usually quite limited
and titat those who would he th.•
most ideal partners fie% et meet
Quoted further in F'arnih.
Economist, Glick added. 'In
view of the/haphazard manner
in which the important . step of
marriage is generally under-
taken and in view of the man',
frailties of human adults. the
surprise may he that the propor-•
tion of mamages thal laSt is as
FJ L Blasingame. MI)
1,1n2.• ,Is It IS rates.
Ii are. the persons in Demographer click sug7,4-sms
\merica most Mel% to sta mar- that consultations with expert
• r marriage counselors should he
ciluciotion, increases
irie criance•ot conifaat4hibt:, of
marriage part•ners. dial,. a-
,mt,,rtable income According
to i4uvemment figures and re-
larrts-of the Arnerif•an Council of
1.rte i.•hen husband
and mile are college graduates.
'Al per cent ha%e been married
enlv acne' When both are high
sl gniduatts.X3per cent re
noun married wr:ile on!', 75 per
- ••••••It haa‘• together who have not
tolls/1,0 high sctievel
' The iargeg the financial
ot a cottitlt• Itur rotor,
.1;:••IN, It L.S ale. will Slit%
Ttx. Bwre:e• of I eri.sits repiori
- stito. that allow fil cent ill
AtnerLean.••• been rri•irries1
, linls'once The -
otxt rttroc. hi•rt• ••••• no..f-rilr-AP.01111
I S ••ixiples in what ••,••:ft
spotis.• had been. Muir its) nue,.
or !Mr,' Thf• \L•141L: IM •
M•Iftlro• Ill IN-617.1(14 lawn' Par -
obtained. much as Ls done for
.periodic physical checkups
•••,pecial.1 5t times when "a.tlan-
gerous marital condition nta
develop -
Families. high schools 6)1
leges and the mass media could
do more to assist persons vt.hht
are contemplatuut. marriage
helping them to appreciate its
-good points. and to be alert to
-problem areas.'
'Finally acciirding to The
Family Economist. Glick hopes
for -a scienttfically tested 'and
appealing syiteni for selecting a
marraige partner which would
bring together young men and
wamen tpresumabty older ones.
tool who have a much higher
probability otestablishing an en-
during and Satis13-1-4 ma'mage
&an could be expected through
the almost uniitersallY
haphazard 'system that
••cs . • •a ,
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it (.1 Mr. -NS wants to .k/••••,•
'•L hettirr 'air ha., will be
quirtri on new autoinobilos
A This matter-Ls oont, f••1••••,lai •
arid 1111. necessity ot air ilag.'s
.1 lie st emied bs. asataaaraaato e
manutiwturers und sum, ..it' • ,
authorities. This 
tot Its :and 0.1f !lc —t• , [
aci.emplish all tha. n••••.1.-1.
passenger- .•,
ta,:ten their bell,: arid rie rit:•:....;
in place, \slide tt•
moving autorpirbil•• Ds .
slim regarding ,reowir..;.:
bags-in Igki-Autornobtli- lit h.
mwietA the federal ghth. nr-thtit;•.'
•
•
Q 'Airs uhett.-t ,h • .
• safer thi thew Up an aspit II,
tablet rather than to sy,..itio,".
whole
A In general this lessens if.
irrttati!Ri •4 the a.•••••pirin ..•1/.1•••
against the of ttie. ,Aornac...
Trt7Sairke.r. mum modern aspirins
arr,Tput together NO that tie'-,
break apart rapidly and-are safe
when taken with a drink of It
quid or fond _
•
• -




Mayfield 2-1 .. 5-1
Murray 2-1 . 4-1
Caldwell Co. ' 2-1 3-2
Trigg Co. 2-1 4-2
Todd Central . 1-1 3-3
Reidland 0-2 2-4





































Four Teams Tied For First In
Crucial Class AA Standings
The following are the standings for the newly-enlivened District football races, follow
ing
Friday's Caldwell County 7-6 upset"of previously-leading Murray High.
Four crews now sport 2-1 records in First District competition,, including Mayfield,
Murray, Caldwell County, and Trigg County.
The standings include the District records of the teams involved, their overall records, the
total of points they've scored this year, and the total they've allowed from their opponents.
Also listed is the current standings from the Second District of the Class AA groupings in
the First Region.
ShouldShe District race end in a tie of more than two teams, a playoff would be needed to
determine who would represent the District in the Region playoffs.
The 'two' teams-in the post-season District playoff.wouldprobably be determined by the
Dickinson Rating System, as adopted by the Board .of Control of the Kentucky High School
Athletic Association.
In that case, a determining factor in the building of points to become one of the two teams
in the playoff would be the number of wins posted by a previously-defeated team.
For instance, in picking two teams to play in the playoff, Murray would get a point, or
credit, for a win by each team they'd beaten-during the year. For every win Mayfield got, on
the season, Murray gets a point because Murray beat Mayfield during regular-season play.
- For every win Ft. Campbell or Heath got, Mayfield gets a point because the Cardinals
beat both of thetie teams during regular-season play. .._
Out-of-state teams don't count.
American League Hurlers May
Have To Bat In World Series
By HANK LOWENKRON
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
American League pitchers
may still come to' bat in the
World Series.
The Major League Players
Association filed a grievance
Wednesday to bar the use in
the World Series of designated
hitters, claiming the rule is a
violation a a new agreement
between the baseball players
and the owners.
It's not that the players'
group is against the
designeted hitter, aecooging
to Marvin Miller, execitive
director of the Players
Association. --
AWe did not file the
grievance on the merit of the
designated hitter rule," Miller
told The Associated Press
Wednesday night. "But the
settlement we reached with
the owners states that any
Tourney Set
HILTON HEAD ISLAND,
S.C. (AP) — The $195,000
World Invitational Tennis
Classic opens Monday with
Evonne Goolagong going
against Sue Barker and Rod
Laver playing Bjorn Borg.
Eight players are entered in
the week-long event in men's
and women's -singles and
doubles and mixed doubles.
The winner will receive
850,000 and a neW car.
All eight compete Tuesday
in two mixed doubles matches
and another women's singles
event: Borg and Miss Barker
against Miss Goolagong and
, Arthur Ashe; Rod Laver and
Virginia Wade against Me
Nastase and Martina
Navratilova, and Miss Wade
against Miss Navratilova.
rules change must be
negotiated with the players.
This change was never even
discussed with the players.
Therefore, it's a contract
violation."
National and American
League owners have been
unable to reach an agreement
on the use of a designated
hitter. The AL has been using
the rule, which allows the
manager to use a player ex-
clusively as a hitter while the
pitcher doesn't bat, since 1973.
The league also has been
unsuccessfully trying to have
its use approved in the World
Series,
When the leagues were
unable to agree this summer,
Baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn ruled the DH would be
used in alternate World
Series, beginning this year.
The grievance is expected to
receive a quick hearing from
the owners' Players Ftelationi
Committee, which consists of
the two league presidents and
representatives of six major
league teams. If that group is
unable to settle the issue, it
will be sent to baseball's ar-
bitrator, Alexander Porter.
At least one member of that
committee, American League
President Lee MacPhail,
indicated Wednesday he didn't
think the grievance was
justified and that owners in his
league were upset over the
issue.
MacPhail said Wednesday
that the designated hitter was
officially a rule before the new
contract became effective and
therefore is not reviewable by
the Players Association.
"The use of the designated
hitter in the American League
was official before the
agreement," countered
PA
Game To Begin At 7:30 p. m. Friday
Murray To Play Crucial
Game With Trigg County F
By M1KE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
There are four teams
currently tied for the lead in
the Class AA District stan-
dings.
While everyone else is going
crazy trying to figure out the
Dickinson System and who
will earn a trip to the playoffs
should the race end in a lie,
Murray High coach John Hina
has his mind on one thing:
playing football.
"There's nothing that can
really be determined right
now. It's silly to try and
calculate the Dickinson
System when half of the
football season is still left,"
the Tiger coach said.
There wouldn't have been
any need for everyone to get
Out the calculators and try
figuring out the District
winner if it hadn't been from
Caldwell County last week.
But, Caldwell County kept
its jinx over Murray with a 7-6
win in Holland Stadium and by
doing so, left Murray, Cald-
well, Mayfield and Trigg all
tied with identical 2-1 District
marks.
"Our kids haue accepted the.
fact we lost, though we'd still
like to play- it again. We were
undefeated and in the role of
the front runner and now we
have to share that role with
S
(n Hit \I 11! I( .1 it - 1 1.3-1-10
Miller, "but the use in a World
Series was approved after the
agreement and we thus feel
we have a grievance."
A spokesman for Kuhn said
the grievance "comes as a big
surprise. Frankly, I don't
know what's going to hart-
Pet:"
The World Series is
scheduled to start Saturday,
Oct. 16, so it is assumed a
solution to the dispute would
be made before that date. - •
New-Looking Rangers
Open Season With Win
NEW YORK ( AP ) New
players, new uniforms, new
numbers, a newly decorated
dressing room — and most
importantly, a new attitude.
Those were the new-look
New York Rangers, and they
opened their National Hockey
League season with a .6-5
victory over the Minnesota
North Stars Wednesday night.
In other NHL games, the
Pittsburgh Penguins whipped
the Vancouver Carmelo 9-5,
and the Los Angeles Kings and
Cleveland Barons played to a
2-2 tie.
The Rangers finished in last
place in the Patrick Division
of the Campbell Conference
last season, missing the
playoffs for the first time in 10
years, and Coach-General
New Manager Of Giants
To Be Announced Today
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) —
The San Francisco Giants
were to name a manager
today to succeed Bill Rigney,
who is slated for a front office
job with the National League
baseball club.
As of Wednesday night, it
appeared the manager would
be either Vern Rapp,.48, who
managed the Denver Bears to
the 1976 American Association
pennant, or Joe Amalfitano,
who coached at San Diego last
season after four years as
Giants' infield coach.
The announcement was
scheduled at a 3 p.m., PDT,
news conference.
Rapp, a minor league
manager for 12 years,
disclosed that he was in-
terviewed Wednesday in St.
Louis as a possible
replacement for Red
Schoendienst, • whom the
Cardinals fired Tuesday. He
said Cards' owner Augie
Busch and General Manager
Bing Devine "told me their
-.decision would be made in 10-
FLORSHEIM®





Amalfitano, a resident of
San Franeisco and a Giants'
player for three seasons in the
early 1960s, coached -with the
Chicago Cubs under, Leo
Durocher and rejoined the
Giants in 1972 to coach under
Charlie Fox and later Wes-
Westrtun.
Two other candidates on a
list of eight whom the Giants
said would be interviewed for
the manager's job were
eliminated this week. Dick
Williams was hired Tuesday.
to manage at Montreal, and
ex-Dodgers' star Maury Wills
signed Wednesday to return to
the Los Angeles club as an
instructor.
The other four on the
original list are Jimmy
Davenport and Bobby Winkles
of the Giants' coaching staff;
Rocky Bridges, manager of
the Giants' Phoenix farm club
in the Pacific Coast League,
and former Oakland A's
Manager Alvin Dark.
The San Francisco
Chronicle said Dark, who
managed the , Giants to a
pennant in 1962, had not been
contacted by the Giants as of
Wednesday.
Rigney resigned at the end
of the season, his 18th as a
major league manager,
starting with the New York
Giants in 1956. He took the job
for one year only after his
longtime friend Bob Lurie
became co-owner of the club
with Bud Herseth of Phoenix
last March. The sale by
Horace Stoneham averted a
move of the franchise .to
Toronto.
But the attendance problem
that led to the Giants' sale still
remains. For the third year in
w row San Francisco had the
lowest home draw in the
major leagues, 626,868,
compared with 522,919 in 1975.
The Giants finished fourth in
the West Division. They spent
Most Of the season in last
place but had an 18-11 record
in September and moved up
two notches in the standings,
9.
Manager John Ferguson had
promised some changes for
this year. ,
He made them — in bun:
ches.
Most noticeable was the
infusion of new players. Seven
rookies and one other
newcomer, veteran Ken
Hodge, acquired from Boston,
played against Minnesota.
And their spirited 'play con-
tributed greatly to the victory.
Phil Esposito, wearing the
,unconventional uniform No. 77
after sporting No. 12 last
season, said, "I'm wearing 77
because Fergy asked me if I
wanted to change things
around and I said yes.
Everything's been stagnant
here for years. But these kids
are not stagnant. We'll do
pretty well with them."
"There's "a tremendous
enthusiasm here and things
have been dead here for 50
years," said Hodge, whose No.
88 is the highest in the league.
"I thought I played pretty
well, but that kid ( Don
Murdoch) is really good."
Murdoch, one of the seven
rookies, fired in two goals,
including one in a decisive
three-goal second period,
when the Rangers broke loose
from a 3-3 tie and tnok a 6-3
lead.
Dan Newman, Wait
Tkaczuk, Greg Polls and
Wayne Dillon produced the
other New York goals.
Tim Young tallied twice for
the North Stars, and Doug
Hicks, Bill Goldsworthy and




Gratton, also a rookie, said, "I
wanted to win badly. These
kids were great. You'd have
thought we won the Stanley
Cup the way they mobbed me
after the game)."
- Rick Kehoe- scored. three
goals and Wayne Bianchin had
two for Pittsburgh, offsetting
a four-goal barrage by
Vancouver's Rick Blight.
However, the victory was
costly for the Penguins.
Dennis Herron, their No. 1
goalie, suffered a fracture of
the lidius-of the left arm and
will be sidelined six to eight
weeks.
who Said it was the
first time he had scored four
. goals, added, "It kind of
makes it bitter instead of
sweet when you score four
goals and still lose the game."
Tommy Williams' goal with
6 : 411eft lifted Los Angeles into
its tie with the Barons, playing
their first game in Cleveland
after moving from Oakland.
Mike Murphy scored the other
Kings goal, while Dennis




Teen-ager Nancy' Lopez led a
favored American team to a
two-stroke lead after the first




- "It's very simple for us: we
are just going to have to get
back to playing good football
and not worry about who we
are playing. These are young
kids we're dealing with and I
hope our sports fans in
Murray keep that in mind. '
"Our kids were as disap-
pointed with the loss as the
fans were but again, these are
kids, so I how_ our fansatay
behind us and not givemp just
because we lost one game."
Trigg County is minus
tailback Vic Grubbs who has
quit the squad. But even yet,
the Wildcats have an adequate
ground attack
However, Trigg 'County may
have the best passing attack in




























































































spells work with a capital "W"
for the Tiger secondary.
Senior quarterback Marty
Jaggers, whose father, Joe, is
the coach of the Wildcats,
probably has the best arm of
any quarterback that has
played high school ball in this
area over the past several
years.
He also has three • out-
standing receivers in Ernie
Baker, George Turnley and
Tim Allen.
Murray High will carry a 4-1
record intb the contest while
the Wildcats are 4-2. Trigg has
defeated Reidland, Webster
County, Heath. and Crittenden
County while' losing to
Hopkinsville and Caldwell
County.
Besides the game being
played at Trigg County, the
Wildcats have another big
advantage: they haven't
beaten' Murray High in three
yearsand Trigg will be out for
blood Friday night.
The Wildcats run out of the
Wishbone formation.
"Last week is history,"
Hina said.
"The only,thing you can do
is learn from history and try
not to let it repeat itself. We
looked at our film of the loss to
Caldwell County and we think
we have learned several areas
in our offense and defense that
can be improved upon.
"To dwell in the past is
something else.. we just have
to push on. This time last year,
we.were 1-4 so if we get back to
playing good football, we'll be
okay.
"We still have our faith and
confidence."
So while Hina is not being
too much concerned over the
Dickinson System, it seems
the rest of the coaches in the
race are.
And while Hina certainly
isn't taking anything, for
granted, it seems maybe,
some other coaches might be.
"Mere is half a football
season left and there will be a
lot of news," Hina said. •
And in the back of his mind,
the news he was- thinking
about was simply: an upset by








J.T. Todd Used Cars 14




Key Used Cars 10
Astro Car Wash 9 1
D. & D. Body Shop 7 13
Crawford's Shell 6
Don's Auto Repair. 
Carlos Black Jr. Painting Cont. 5 15
High Team Game (SC)
Astro Car Wash 599
 171_
Paradise Kennels 566
High Team Game ( RC )
AstroCar Wash 017
Harpole's Grocery 784
Don's Auto Repair & Used Cars 779
High Team Series (SC)
Astro Car Wash 1611
Crawford's Shell  1574
Paradise Kainels  1569
High Team Series (BC)
Astro Car Wash 2265
Crawfortits Shell 2198
Don's Auto Repair & Used Cars ..  2196
High Ind. Game (SC)
Nancy Todd 197
Vicki !Unpins  196
Lib Smith t  194




























Fidda Bennett 145 •
Lis Williams 145
Marie Clark  ,  143
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or from a supinevosit ion," the
coach said, adding that
Namaih's protection has
broken down badly.
Playing the last year of a
two-year, $900,000 contract
with an option coming up in
1977, Namatti declined to
speculate on his lut ure.
Reds Haven't Announced Pitcher -
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Catfish Hunter, Larry Gum,
Steve Canton- and the-
Masked Marvel" will be the




has been offically tapped to
pitch for the New York
Yankees and a revengeful
Gura has been chosen to go for
the Kansas City Royals in the
first game of the American
League series.
The National League
managers, however, are still
playing "I've Got A Secret."
Manager Danny Ozark of
the Philadelphja Phjili 
SPORTS
ouitito 11.1114:1I,P TINKS 
Namath. Infuriated With




— "Stupid. Stupid. 'The
stupidest thing I ever heard."
Joe Nemeth, the New York
Jets' • million-dollar quar-
terback, reacted testily to the
suggestion that his passing
skills have become so eroded
that besides being unable to
scramble he no longer lakes
the step into the pocket before
delivering a pass.
-"I've been reading that
staff. It's ridiculous:- How are
you going to step if there is no
place to step?" Namath said.
With the Jets 0-4 for the
season and facing O.J. Sim-
pson and the Buffalo Bills in
New York's home opener
Sunday at Shea Stadium, both
Nimath and rookie coach Lou
Holtz are having to weather an
increasing barrage of
criticism.
"When is Holtz going to
tench- -Namaill?'„'—was-ans -of-
t he most asked quest ionsaft
the Jets lost their fourth
straight game last Sunday,
bowing to the Sanq'rancisco
49ers It was a game in
which Nama—th . was sacked
five times and was thwarted in
attempts to initiate a touch-
*own forthethirdgaine. —
Has Broadway Joe, 33, with
fragile knees and carrying the
pain of a pulled hamstring
muscle, lost his old magic?
Joe'doesn't think so, but the
very mention of LI almost
sends him up the wall. ' --
"I don't *ant to talk about
," he snapped while dressing
for a workout Wednesday at
the .Jets' Hofstra College
training complex.
"If you want to know how!
am • laying, look at the films.
Th1's all I ask. Am I missing
any reads? 'Am I doing
anything differently than I did
last year or the year before?
"It's the 'media. I am sick
and tired of it." •
Nemeth stuck a wad of
tobacco in his lower lip. He
'thumbed through a handful of
mail. He kidded with his
quarterback--understudy,
Richard Todd, occupying the
adjacent stall, and swapped
quips with other teammates.
But Broadway Joe doesn't
'see any humor in a linst4of
questioning that casts a &lad
on his ability to direct a pro
footbillieam.
"I. feel fine," he replies
tarn.), to, questions of his
health. "As good as I have in
the last two or three years.
Does he think that ad-
vancing age and patched-up
knees are tarnishing his
ability as a frontline quar-
terback':
"I think lean throw the ball
as well as ever," he said. "As
for my. knees, they aren't
responsible for whatever
immobility I have. The real
reason is this torn hamstring
muscle — I ha' had it for
three years."
, Nemeth refused to blame
poor Protection for his
lacklustre performace tp date
— -50 comPfelions in 92—a1-
tempt s'for 484 yards — but not
so Coach Holtz. .
"It's difficult far a quar-
terback to throw Out of a well
-- GOLD MEDAL WINNER
NEW YORK (AP) — Edgar
B. Speer, U.S. 'Steel Corp.
diwirman, will receive the Na-
tional Football Foundation and
Hall of Fame-gold medal at the
19th annual awards dinner at
the Waldorf Astoria_ here Dec.
A Pittsburgh native, Speer at-
tended Widener College, where
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indicates that Carlton will be.
the Phillies' choice, although
he has made no official an-
nouncement yet. Cincinnati_
Manager Sparky Anderson IS
pulling out all the
psychological stops. He hasn't
named anyone yet — and
won't until Friday, 24 hours
befoie the NI. playoff game m
Philadelphia.
-1 knowfight now who it'll
be, but l'al not saying," says a
mysterious Anderson.
New York's Billy Martin
was the first of the four
managers to reveal his playoff
plans when earlier this week,
he selected Hunter, 17-15, and
Ed Figueroa, 19-10, as the
pitchers for the first two AL
gartie in Kansas City. Either
Dock Ellis, 174, or Ken
in
- When the playoffs shift to New
....c_YH7o1rt_kitzina:exnat,..Tha 101.14-es11,;athey. will3tankeetpitch
Martin, in fact, has been the
most talkative of the
managers during the week
Pri9t ,10 playoff time. On
Wednesday, the verbose
Martin revealed that Hunter
has had a sore arm this year,
perhaps explaining his sub-
pa i season. Hunter, who led
the Oakland A's to three wOrld
championships in the early
1970s, failed lo rake the 20-
victory circlefor the first timein
"We decided not to say
anything about it during the
season," Martin told reporters
about flunter's tortured arm.
2 _think . we _,Stiglhe had
met hing wrong with his leg.
ut it was not a hamstring as
we led You 113 believe. He had
tendonit is in his right arm."
Hunter was given a shot for
the pain arid pitched ad-
mirably in his final three
starts at the end of the season,
allowing only five runs in 21
innings. On Wednesday he
hurled two innings of an ra-
squad game without
discomfort.
. Hunter admits that his arm
did give *him trouble during
the season.
"I didn't get on top of he
ball," said the right-hander. emotional game ot III) lite 1
"I was short-arming the ball don't have anythiniraitalnsi
and I couldn't make it stay the Yankee organization. Rut I
down." , do .against Billy Martin.'
Gura,1 YanitetoffidiY4-- ---- .,..
bitter feelings toward Martin,
is looking forward to pitching
-against his former team. Gure
fashioned a 4-0 record after
coming to the Royjn May
in a trade for—farther Fran
Healy. ,
"I was hoping against hope I
would get to start Saturday,"
said the left-hander. "Martin
told me in spring training he
would use me for long relief
and spot starting. But he
never did. Ile never even let
me warm up in the bullpen.





over Nikki Spear of





Chris Evirt breezed through
the third round. of the 875,000
WOmen's Professional Tennis
tournament eliminating Link)




new ears in town!
Your Ford Dealer is having his swingin'est new car intro-
duction in Years.. .with a fun-loving new Pinto. ,A sleek,
new, mid-size LTD II. And an all-new Thunderbicd base
sticker priced thousands of dollars less than last year's!
Plus, for '77, your Ford Dealer still offers his classic big
car, LTD...and it's as bag as ever! Stop by today to see all
the new'77 Fords. .the swingin'est new cars in town!
LTD II
PARKER FORD, Inc.






To add to the ex( Ilvniustl
participating lord 1)..nirt••
MP offering a spec Int r.•( irrt1
album of the gig Band era s
greatest hits' Original
recordings In Henn% i.of,(1
man. Glenn Miller, Wooth. -
Herrnan. Tomlin; Dorsek "
and -other greats. The'alt 
is yours for just SI 50....hilv
supplies last One ber f 111










Rodeo: The New Game In Town
Hold on to your horses.
Would you believe Murray State having a team that is a
national powerhorse?
..thad..01110 X9tir horses. That's just what this team does;
they hold on to their horses.
Murray State has a rodeo team. In fact, Murray State has
a darned good rodeo team. And with the support of the com-
munity, it's very likely Murray State University could
become a national powerhouse.
Intercollegiate rodeo is recognized as being one of the
fastest growing NCAA sports in the nation, especially in the
western states.
Under NCAA rules, there may be up to six on the men's
rodeo team and three on the women's team. Just recently,
Murray State men's and women's rodeo team brought back
first place trophies from an intercollegiate rodeo in Ham-
mond, La.
In the rodeo, Murray defeated two teams recognized
across the nation as being very powerful teams: Tennessee-
Martin and the University of Arkansas at Bee Bee.
There are seven events in the men's rodeo: bare-back
riding, calf roping, saddle-bronc riding, team roping, steer
wrestling and bull riding. Calf roping, team roping and
steer wrestling are against the clock.
The women compete in break-away calf roping, goat
tying and barrel racing plus they may compete with the
men in team roping.
There is no limit on how many events an individual may
. participate in. A first place in an event is worth 40 points,
second 30,-andlindownto 10 for a fourth place. All the even-
ts are added up and that how the winner is determined.
Murray State's rodeo team has several problems. First of
all, they are not funded by the university. They are
recognized w being only a club. Secondly, they have





Gary Jennings, who hit 14 of 23
passes Saturday in an upset
victory by his East Tennessee
Bucs over Western Kentucky,
has been named as the Ohio
Valley Conference Offensive
Player of the Week.
Jennings passed for
touchdowns of 43, 19 and eight
yards and scored himself on a
two-yard run.
OVC headquarters here"also
‘N gave honorable mention
ednesday for offensive play
—Mitt Jenkins, Tennessee
Tech, w'hk connected on seven
of 10 passe for 134 yards and
ran for anAther\39.
—Oscar Jonck,„ Morehead,
'who carried 15 tithes for 103
yards and a touchdown- .
—Ron Bailey, Austin ay,
who caught eight passes for
yards.
—Mike Moore, Middle
Tennessee, who carried 32
times for 146 yards and three
touchdowns.
—Everett Talbert, Eastern
Kentucky, who ran 20 times
for 81 yards and two touch-
downs.
—Kirby Bennett, Western
Kentucky, who caught two'
passes for 23 yards and a
touchdown.
—Mike Dickens, Murray,
who completed three passes
for 31 yards and ran for nine
more in a 75-yard drive that
gave the Racers a 7-6 victory.
Bob Bible of Austin Peay
and Biff Madon of Western
Kentucky shared honors of the
week for defensive play. Bible
had 16 tackles and seven
assists and Madon had a total
of 24 hits for the day.
Honorable mention on





Ea ern Kentucky; Jean
Venable, East Tennessee, and
Chuck Wempe, Murray.
To help sustain part of the costs so that the Murray State
rodeo team can compete in more rodeos over the next year,
the club members have set a rodeo to be held in Murray.
The Murray State Ingercollegiate Rodeo will be held
November 11-13 at the Murray State Exhibition Center.
There will be nine teams here for the three-day event.
The major purpose of the rodeo is simply: to support the
team in qualifying for the nationals.
The American Tobacco Company gives scholarships to
the top two persons in each event and the top two teams in
the Regional competition.
The American Tobacco Company will award one scholar-
ship for each person in the nationals and the scholarship
will go to the school to be used by the rodeo team.
A $500 scholarship will be given for reaching the nationals
and for a first place in the nationals, a $1,000 scholarship
will be given.
The simple fact boils down to. this: the club needs the sup-
port of the business people and the community to help make
the MSU Intercollegiate Rodeo a success.
If it is a success, then the club will be able to go to the
Regionals and qualify people for the nationals. And in all
probability, based upon the success they have had so far,
both the men and women's teams should be able to win
some scholarships.
It's just like the old business principle: you have to spend
money to make money.
Murray State will be in 10 rodeos next eking.
As 0t.88.W..the...team members PaYji2r _thoir.oviflActrSes,
for feed, for travel and for equipment. In addition, for each
event entered, there is a $20 entry fee.
UTM has always been one of the top teams in the nation.
To be frank about it, several UTM rodeo team members
were unhappy and decided to come to Murray and build a
program that could be stronger than the one at UTM.
Without the help of a great number of people, they have
done it. With the help of a great number of people, there
may be no limit as to how good the program could become.
At UTM, rodeo is such a big thing that a "rodeo class" is
offered in the physical education department.
The team members for the ait1.1 men are Leroy Maw of
Palataka, Fla., Stan Runions of Van Buren, Ark., Cary
James of Springdale, Ark., Charlie Allen of Springdale,
Ark., Dsna DeJarnatt of Cunningham and Steve Peeples of
Cunningham. .
The two Members of the women's team are Martha
Rankin of Crossville, Ill., and Joy Bates of Trenton, Mo.
The members of the rodeo tean will be selling ads for the
program for the MSU Interco egiate Rod %o and all help
from business people wi be appreciated, a team
spokesman said.
For Once In His Life,
Ali Isn't Talking Much
By JOHN R. SKINNER
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI BEACH (A?) —
-Boxing was small time. I'm
graduating to bigger things,"
Muhammad Ali says. But
there are growing doubts he is
serious about retiring and
pagsing up a $10-million
payday with George
Foreman.
Mi said in Istanbul last
Friday, three days after
succitsfully defending his
heavyweight title against Ken
Norton, that he was retiring to
To Face Surgery
CLEVELAND (AP) —
Relief pitcher Stan Thomas of
the Cleveland Indians was
scheduled to undergo surgery
here Thursday morning for
removal of deteriorating
cartilage in his right knee, the
American League baseball
team reported Wednesday.
'A spokesman said the
condition apparently was
cumulative and didn't stem
from a specific incident.
The right-hander, obtained
from the Texas Rangers last
December, posted a 4-4 record
in the past season with an
earned-run average of 2.30.
' He had similar surgery on
his left knee some time ago.
BASEBALL
NEW — The Major
League's Players Association
filed a grievance to bar the use
in the World Series of
designated hitters, claiming
'the rule is in violation of the
new agreement between
players and owners.
NEW YORK — Rawly
Eastwick, the ace relief pit-
cher of the Cincinnati Reds,_
was named the outstanding
reliever in the National
League for this past season.




NEW YORK (AP) — The
familiar voice you hear on TV
when the Yankees meet the
Royals in the American
League baseball playoffs
Saturday will be that of your
old friend, Howard Cosell.
Cosell? On baseball?
None other. ABC-TV Sports
Get those bills
off your b ck.
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Loan People for a
There's no need to let stacks of
bills make your spirits sag. Not
when there's money available to
clean them all up. We've got it . . .
and we want to lend it. So Just
hoof it on over to the Good News
Loan People! Cr phone today.
President Roone Arledge is
hauling out the big guns for
the first year in which his
network alternates on the
playoffs and World Series with
NBC.
But, you say, hasn't Cosell
been one of baseball's most
outspoken critics? True, yet
he sees no inconsistency in his
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Don Stan! ill . 580
Dan Jones 558
Wonsan
I ois Smith 481
Debbie Coleman 479
Elaine Pittenger 475


























"I'll be there as an objective
reporter rhther than a
member of the baseball
establishment," Cosell said.
"The baseball playoffs and the
World Series are special
events, -prime time attrac-
tions. In the face of the sup--
port ABC has shown me, if
they assign me someplace,
I'm there.".
But C6sell says he has not
changed his position on what
he considers to - be the
restrictive structure of
baseball,
"I'm unchanging in my
objection to the anomaly we
have at law in which baseball
is exempt from the antitrust
laws," he said. "I've testified
six times before Senate and
House committees on that.
I'm unchanging in my op-
position to the carpetbagging
of franchises. My objection is
to baseball operations when I
think they are riit in the public
interest."
Cosell said his assignment
came about after a skull
session of producers and
directors at ABC yielded the
recommendation that he be on
the playoff team. "Roone and
I were talking alone and he
said, 'Howard, I want to talk
to you about baseball."
One net work source said "If
he says anything good about
what happens on the field,
-they'll call him a hypocrite."
. What about the Monday
night football game in Los
Angeles between the Rams
and the 49ers? "I really feel
like I should do it, but I may
not," Cosell said. It would
mean a baseball game in
Kansas City Sunday, a flight
to Los Angeles Monday
morning, the football game,
and the red-eye special to New
York Tuesday for the Tuesday
night baseball game. Best
guess is that he'll do it.
Monday night football got a 40
per cent share of all TV sets
turned on last week — its
highest rating in the seven
years of the program's
existence.
looking forward toCosell 
iis
doing the playoffs. He handled
the Met games in 1962-63 and
worked the Game of the Week
in 1965.
devote himself to his religion
— the Nation of Islam.
But when asked Wednesday
about his retirement an-
nouncement, the usually
loquacious All was suddenly
silent. "I'm not talking," he
said. "I'm not talking to
nobody."
His manager, Herbert
Muhammad, said earlier in
the day that no retirement
decision would be made until a
film on All's life was com-
pleted.
"My manager and I will
announce to world boxing
officials, that's all," Mi, 34,
said between takes of a film
scene involving Ernest
Borgnine and a look-alike
young Cassius Clay.
"Any official announcement
on my status has to be made
by them ( boxing officials) to
be recognized," he added.
His retirement would have
to be formally forwarded to
the World Boxing Council and
World Boxing Association for
acceptance to become official.
Promoter Chris Dundee,
who watched Ali's rise to
stardom under brother Angelo
Dundee's tutelage,. .said he
believed the picture, "The
Grektest," held the key to
All's decision.
"If this picture is a success,
I don't think he'll ever fight
again," Dundee said. "But
that's just my opinion."
There have been reports of a
struggle within the Mu.Slims
between Herbert Muhammad
and his brother, Nation of
Islam leader Wallace
Tackling Players
NASHVILLE, Tenn. ( AP ) —
While one Jimmy Carter is




preparing for a debate
Wednesday with President
Ford while the other Jimmy
Carter, an offensive tackle for
Tennessee State's football
pteramacticew. 
as working out in
"All I can say is that I had
the name before I ever heard
about him (the former
Georgia governor)," said
Carter, a 6-foot-3, 245-pound
Louisiana native.
"I've been thinking about
just using my middle name,
though," he added.
Carter, 19, has earned a
starting position as Tennessee
State's left tackle. Coaches
say he is one of few freshman




would like All to devote his
time to the Islamic ministry.
Herbert Muhammad tried to
dispel talk oLa power dispute
at a press conference earlier
this week.
"I do know that I will not
sign Ali te any more fights
until my brother, who is my
master and teacher, tells rue
to do so,," Herbert Muham-
mad sal. "The only struggle
we face is the struggle against
lies and deception, the
struggle to establish truth."
There have also been
reports that All's finances are
not sound.
Wallace Muhammad said
Sunday that "it appears like
so many great champions
before him, All has squan-
dered his vast winnings."
"I wouldn't call it that,"
said Herbert Muhammad,
who gets a third of All's
winnings. "He has made some
bad investments. So have I."
An estimated $6 million Ali
made for beating Norton and
All's stocks and bonds have
been .ordered held _ by a
Chicago • Judge until
disposition of a cliVorce suit
filed by Khalilah ,Alit, Ali's
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Just heat and serve
for a quick d•-
'getable meal. 24-
oz. can.
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Choose 8 knit or 3 rib YOUR CHOICE
dish doths 2 check or
stripe dish towels. 6




Improve your car's pertornieskei by Iiiteririg
out all dirt and foreign particleie.C..<
LADIES
PANTY HOSE3 FOR 1111 00
Reinforced panty, san-
daltoot. 600 TO SELL.
LIMIT 3.
BANKAMERICARD
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AP News Analysis Kentucky Leaders Tend To Favor Their Candidate
PAGE
They Came Out Swinging, And
Carter Seemed To Swing Harder
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) —
This time they came out
swinging, and Jimmy Carter
swung harder —.on the very
issues • President Ford had
ehosen. The voters will decide
tow many punches landed. •
While the final impact will
only come clear in an election
26 days away, it was evident
that in the second of the
presidential campaign
debates, Democrat Carter
was on the offensive.
President Ford did his share
of slugging, too,. in a San
Francisco/rematch that was
far more -heated and con-
-lent ious than the leadoff
debate.
They meet once more, on
Oct. 22, in a debate that is not
limited aS to subject. That
one, perhaps, will get to the
topics people are talking
about, things like Earl L. Butz
and racial slurs; Carter,
Playboy-arid secret lusts; the
still unsettled inquiry into
Republican campaign
finances in Ford's old
congressional district.
Those matters have not
come up in the opening
debates, under ground -rules
that limited the subject
matter. In San Francisco on
Wednesday night, the agenda
was foreign policy and
defense. Ford had wanted
those topics debated first,
since he considered•them his
strong points. Instead, the
leadoff debate two weeks ago
was on domestic affairs and
the economy — supposed1y.
heavy issues for Carter. •
Ironically, Ford came out of
the Philadelphia debate with
added strength and Carter
made a debater's comeback in.
San Francisco.
An Associated Press survey
showed Carter gained a
narrow. edge in Wednesday
night's debate in the eyes of
the voters. A similar poll had
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approach to massing hair
without pais.
Depilatmri is the neVizet
thing to happen in hair
removal in the last 45 years.
It uses no needles. Instead,
a special electronic tweezer
touches only the hair, not
the skin. and in seconds the
hair is removed.




The results Iasi. ,.rte hair
removal froth anv part of the
body, with no pain. no swell-
' 'irtg and no irritation. Arid
you can put your makeup on
• immediately afterward and
Wait out looking absolutely
beautiful. And-yeti will.
phoor•Ifsari Younru.Tocts




"4bore Paducah Beauty ...rhoor
121 1P1 Iii, Phone
the first debate.
In San Francisco, while
Ford boasted of peace, per-
formance and experience in
foreign and security affairs,
he was cast as the candidate
with a record to defend. He did
so.
He also used die powers of
his office to disclose a-hint of
possible opening toward
progress in the stalemated
negotiations with Moscow for
a new strategic arms
limitation agreement, and to
announce that the ad-
ministration will publish
Atoday a list of U.S. firms that
have participatedin the Arab
boycott aimed against Israel.
While incumbency worked
to Ford's advantage on those
points, Carter made
maximum use of his roleas
challenger.
For him, there were no
inhibitions born of the need to
defend current policies.
Almost every answer curled
a built-in challenge, another
slap at administration policies
he called horrible, immoral,
overly secretive and un-
successful.
He said Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger "has been
the president of this country"
in foreign affairs.
In fact, the language with
which he keynoted his
denunciation of Republican
foreign policy could well serve
as a capsule review of the
debate:
"... Almost all style and
spectSpleaad not substance."
Once again, the candidates
generally restated positions
already taken, although this
time there were nuggets of
new information, as on the
SALT talks, the boycott list,
and Carter's insistence on
continuing U.S. contol of the






.RADNOR, Pa. t AP) —
Jimmy • Carter, impressing
viewers with confident stands
on foreign and defense policy,
scored slightly better than
President Ford in their second
defiare,- - a nationwide
Associated Press poll found
today.
The telephone survey of
1,071 registered voters made
immediately after the debate
Wednesday( night found
neither tarter nor Ford the'
clearcut winner.
..But „38.2 per cent of those
polled said Carter had won,
while 34.6 gave the nod to
Ford. And 27.2 per cent called
it a draw or said they didn't
know wtio.won.
While Carter's margin over
Ford was statistically small,
the scores in his favor were
consistent throughout the
varied questions asked. in the
poll, giving strength to the
poll's basic finding on who
Won. _
The figures from this survey
of scientifically selected
Americans were almost
exactly a 'reverse' of those
found in the AP poll after the
first presidential debate, from
Which Ford emerged with a
slight edge.
In that survey after the
Sept. 23 debate, 34.4 per cent
of those polled said Ford won,
while 31.8 per cent said Carter
was the victor. A draw or
"don't know" response came
from 33.8 per cent.
The theoretical margin of
error for samples of the size
used in these surveys is about
2.9 per eqt in either direction
if the resulsre projected to
stand for the reaction of the
entire viewing audience. .
Technically, this means that
Carter's margin over Ford in
tOstorarg,





I. M. Simon & Company
Ilembers (Ilk I It /11111:_:(
104 North Fourth Street, Murray, K. 753-8611
the second debate could be due
to variations in the sample.
- But all the figures tabulated
from interviews conducted for
The AP by Chilton Research
Services of Radnor, Pa.,
pointed -narrowly but con-
sistently to a Carter victory.
-The Carter showing came
despite predebate expectation
that Ford's experience in
Washington and especially his
last two years in (he White
House would givi him the
edge over the former Georgia
governor.
Carter's good showing was
reflected by such survey
results as these:
—Both men gained some
support, but Carter more than
Ford. Before the debate,
Carter led Ford 45.8 per cent
to 43.0 per cent, according
interviews with these same
respondents within the past
week. After the debate,
Carter's margin bad widened,
48.5 to 44.8.
—Carter picked up some
new support among college-
educated viewers, while
Ford's support among this
group slipped slightly.
—Ford did not strengthen
his backing among those
voters who consider them-
selves independent. This
group was a major source of
increased support for Ford
after the first debate.
A panel of 1,500 respondents
was contacted in the week
before the debate. Their
presidential preference was
determined during the initial
call, and they agreed to accept
a telephone call after the
debate. Starting at 11 p.m.
EDT Wednesday, inter-
viewers completed 1,071 calls.
As was true after the first
debate, each candidate tended
to solidify his support among
those who watched the second
debate. And after each debate,




PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
Comedienne Lily Tomlin is
scheduled to perform here
Nov. 13 as part of Paducah
Community College's 197,:-77
performing arts series.
Miss Tomlin's mother, Mrs.
Lillie Tomlin, lives in
Paducah and other clOse
relatives live in Ballard
County. The performance will
be Miss Tomlin's first in
Paducah.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
College students taking their
first psychology course
usualty geLat least one lecture
on the theory of • selective
perception.
They woulii do well to study
the reactionS of politicians to
major events, such as Wed-
nesday night's foreign policy
debate between President
Ford and Jimmy Carter.
Kentucky political leaders,
like the vast majority of their
counterparts in other states,
followed the script to the
letter, seeing just what they
wanted to see and calling the
debate's outcome on the basis
of those perceptions.
To supporters of the
• Democratic challenger, the
debate showed that he is
-extremely perceptive" in
international affairs.
To supporters of the
incumbent, President Ford
-completely eiwerwhelined"
he former Georgia governor.
It was a clear and
convincing victory of over-
powering proportions," said
Hal Rogers of Somerset,
Ford's. Kentucky campaign
manager. -
Former Sen. Thruston B.
Morton, another Republican,
agreed, saying that Ford
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But Dale Sights, the Hen-
dersen businessman who
headil Carter's Kentucky
campaign, came to just the
opposite conclusion.
-With evident sarcasm,
Sights said he now un-
aerstanas why Secretary of
State "Henry Kissinger has
Oeen the architect of our
foreign policy. Based on the
debate, Gerald Ford certainly
doesn't have the perception."
Carol's Cabin
2 5 ' allPlants
FALL PLANT CLEARANCE SALE
SAVE money and SAYE our giants from the cold weather.
Give them a good winter home.
-also-
With evid7 $10.00 perches* receive a starter plant FREE
Hours: 4 to 9 Wed. thru Sat.







54-tE WANTED TO KNOW W1-1.•(
4'01) HAVEN'T BEEN TO
SCHOOL I TOLD HER THAT .
IOU GRADUATED BUT I















Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake
• Located at Buchanan Resort
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THE WONDERS OF CARPENTRY—Cardboard is transformed into a work of art in the
exhibit "Teacher-Made Materials" to be displayed during the annual meeting of the Fir-
st District Education Association on the campus of Murray State University Oct. 7 and
8. Other exhibits will be presented by the FDEA and Murray State's Center for In-
novation and Development, College of Human Development and Learning who are
coordinating the weekepd of events.
First District Education Group
To Meet Friday At University
Sessions for administrators
and supervisors focused on
special education legislation
will be one of the main thrusts
of The annual First District
Education Association
FDEA) Meeting at Murray
State University on Friday.
One subtopic of the 92nd




Leadershipua toMorningn Skills 
of Administrators,"
and after oon sessions will
iEnvolvecing  ex-
periences designed to enhance
leadership skills of ad-
ministrators and other in-












, V Plenty Of Color
V Plenty Of Sun
V Plenty Of Good
Food
V Plenty Of Fun
R.F.D. No. 3 Gatlinburq, Tenn. 7738
For Reservation Call Collect (615) 436-9333
Farmers Singing The Blues As Blackbird Influx Begins Anew
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Some farmers in the
Bluegrass state are singing
the blues when they'd rather
..be singing something else —
"Bye, Bye Blackbird."
And it's probable that old
tune would become a hit
again, at least in Kentucky, if
farmers thought singing it
would help solve a problem
that plagues them every
winter.
It's that time of year again,
says Dr. Burt Monroe Jr. of
the University of Louisville —
the birds are coming back.
Every winter, millions of
starlings, grackles, cowbirds
and other species of pesky
birds return to Kentucky to
roost fOr the winter,
descending like locusts on
farmers' fields, destroying
Department
chaifp.ecn Educationiaolftotrhe    at





Development on the campus,
will conduct the activities in
cooperation with the West
Kentuciiy Association of
School Administrators
(WICASA in Rooms 652-653 of
the Special Education
Building. ,
Topics IC( be examined in-
clude implications for
teachers and administrators
of national and local laws and
exceptional children, Ken-
tucky processes in special
education, an overview of
handicapping conditions, and
screening procedures for
exceptional children in the
regular classroom and the
leader's role.
.Coordinated by the FDEA
and the Center for Innovation
and Development at Murray
State, the meeting, which
begins with evening sessions
Thursday, is built around the




Techniques for Teachers" and
"Mainstreaming: A Joint
Venture Between Regular and 
Special Education Teachers."
The meeting will also incIRde
several conferences for
teachers " and sectional
meetings.
The public is invited to
attend any of the sessions and
to see exhibits prepared by
schOol systems in the FDEA
and by Murray State in the
lobby of the Special Educilion
Building.
Educators may atm one
hotir of Continuing Educetion
Unit credit by attending the
meeting • and paying a
registration fee of $2
HeY
KidS









Come_on out & inspect






And, Monroe says, there's
virtually nothing that can be
done about it.- -
The bird breed in the
northwest during the summer
and, regardless of how many
are killed in state and
federally coordinated ex-
termination efforts, return irt
growing numbers each year.
"They're on their way
back," said Monroe,- who's
considered the top or-
nithologist in iCentucky.
"We're having an increase in
our winter roosts apparently
because the birds are shifting
a little north."
. Until a few years .ago, the
birds were more .dispersed,
and the roosts were not as
large in Kentucky and Ten-
"A FUNNY THING HAPPENED" — When Dr. Vernon
Gantt, chairman of the Department of Speech and
Theatre at Murray State University. got dressed Tuesday,
he decided to celebrate the openini of the first Univer-
sity Theatre production of the year, which began a four-
performance run at 8 p.m. the same evening. "A Funny
Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum" provides
music and madcap hilarity that:makes the University
Theatre in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center sing. Ad-
mission is by season ticket or $2.50 per person.
crups and spreading nessee •
-There has been an evidynt
shifting of the .birds
hward ," Monroe -N,,sa id .
•litle've gone up in-Koala*,
--and-Tennessee and Arkansan
have gone down."
Per. the past two years, State
officials have. tried various
methods of getting rid of the
birds. Poison bait and
fireworks were used, but the
tainted feedlilled only a few,
comparatively, and the birds
weren't frightened by the
A chemical detergent —
PA14 — was sprayed on
several large roosts by low-
flying helicopters: The
chemical was supposed to
strip protective oils from the
birds' -feathers, causing them
to freeze to death in cold,
_damp weather. That was
partially successful — a few
million birds died.
State officials say they're
going to use the spray again
this year, and poison bait too,
but Monroe says it won't do
much good.
"You could kill them all,
and then more would come
back next year, they're so
prolific," Monroe said. "If
they killed every blackbird in
Kentucky, there would be a
minor effect. But the next
year, at least just as many,
probably more, would come
back.""--  •
He agreed 'with state of-
ficials who say the birds cause
millions of dollars in farm
- damage each winter and that
the drOppings left under roosts
create conditions. suitable for
the growth of histoplasmosis
spores. The spores are spread
by the wind and experts say
about 85 per cent of the
population of western Ken-
tucky and Tennessee has been
exposed. The disease is
usually mild, similar to a cold,
but can cause blindness in
extreme cases. •
"There are no long term
solutions at the moment,"
Monroe said. "Research is
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7:00 P. M. Bro. Ray Grimmitt
Bro. Lake Riley
7:00 P. M. Bro. Robert Usrey
Bro. Ronnie Newberry
10:00 A. M. Bible Study
11:00 A. Were Harold Irvon
12:31XLM. Dinner on the Grounds
2:30 P.M. Singing
6:00 P. M. Br's. Harold Irvon
controlthe reproductive rate
of the Mids. But that's just pie
in the sky nowt." - '
The gray effective Way to
- reduce ,a roost ig to cut the
dense fofests where the birds
return after a day of feeding.
-But the population levels
are such that I doubt we will
ever significantly reduce
them," Monroe said.
Last year, stAte officials
said about 70 mii1tom black-*
birds roosted inAentuelty.
-I would be surprised if U's
fewer this year," Monroe said.
"It will probably increase."_
Despite damage clone to
farm crops in the soul!), the
• birds are credited
helping formers in -other
states.
Richard Plunkett, vice
president for science of the
National Audubon - oc -ty, .
notes that the birds are heroes





sects in only one month.
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6/10 JOIN CHRIS CLARK ANDTHE EYEWITNESS NEWS TEAM.,
for the-latest news. weather ,sp_Qrts




THE ADVENTURES OF AMERICA'S
MOST BELOVED FAMILY.
A ',t'Llr't .iwatt oo at
the Waltons Richard Thoma




TROUBLE ON THE ISLANDS?
DIAL HAWAII FIVE-O!
Jack Lord star.,
of a team of trouboshoorprs ass,ignr-:
to keeping the Islands crimp free .
The af fast The sr Dectaci. .1'
9:00
BARIU1111f.IONES
CRIMINALS CAN'T KEEP UP
WITH THIS JONES!
10:30 GUN SMOKE
ACTION-DRAMA AT ITS BEST!
fron tie
11:30 IRONSIDE
A QUICK MIND OVERCOMES ANY HANDICAP
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ONE INJURED—Mike Murphy, of Calloway County, was treated and released at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital after being injured in this one-car accident on Highway 280 fast of Murray. Calloway County authorities
said the Murphy car went out of control and flipped 3'2 times before coming to a stop.
Free University Classes To Be, Various Interests
"Free University," spon- for the camping course will be Planning W.orkshop" with
-Sored -13Y the Murray State on October 12;19,-26, and for Paul- M. 'N`aberezny as in-
University Student Govern-
ment, held the first classes on
Tuesday, October 5, according
to David Rose of the Student
Government office.
The first classes which
opened on October. 5 were
•'Outdoor Camping Tech-
niques," meeting at, 8:00 p.
m. in Room 107, Faculty Hall,
and ''Food & Nutrition"
taught by Dr. Mary
Broeringmeyer, meeting at
7:00 p. m. in Room 102,
Faculty Hall. Other sessions
Eddie Whitnell Is
Killed In Traffic
Word has been received of
the death of Eddie Whitnell,
age 37, who was killed in an
automobile accident
Tuesday at Beaumont exas.
Reports are t
city manager,.‘t Beaumont,
, and a busineis associate Were
.return-Ing from irxis-iness trip
the fatal accident oc-
urred. His business .
s.sociate, whose name was
not available, is reported to be
in critical condition.
The deceased is survived by
his wife and two children, his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will Ed
Whitnell, his sister, Linda, his
brother, Jimmy, all of
Beaumont, Texas. Also sur-
viving are his grandmother,
Mrs. Ruby Tolley,Harrell, now
in a rest home in the,
Beaumont -area, two local
uncles, Harmon Whitnell and
Bryan Tolley, a local aunt,
Miss Frances Whitnell, and a
local cousin, Charles Whitnell
of Mayfield.
Funeral and burial services
will be held in Beaumont,
Texas.
the nutrition course on
October 12 and 19.





opens October 7 in Room 109
Faculty Hall at 7:00 p. m.
Sessions will be held also on
October 14, 21, and 28. "
.Opening on October 14 in,.
Room 213;.Witson Hall, will be
the class on "Theory and
Practical Application of
, Determining Those Variables
that Have High Correlation
with Success in Equine
Competition" taught by Dr.
Bob McGaughey. October 21
and 28 at 7:00 p. m. will be the




structor will be held at 7:00 p.
m. in the Ordway Hall
Counseling and Testing Center
with sessions on October. 19
and 26 and November 2, 9, and
16.
Mr. Naberezny will be the
instructor for the "Resume'
Writing Workshop" in the
center at Ordway Hall at 7:00
p. m. on October 21 and 28 and
-November 4.
Crafts Unlimited -will in-
struct the classes
"Macrame" at 7:00 on
class with
instrur to be at Blackburn
IW 135 at 7:00 p. m. on
October 28 and November 4
and 11.
Wild Raspberry will instruct
million , Social security
retirees will be able to earn
the classes on "Sand Sculp:
hire- at 7:110 p. tn. on
November 4 and 10. They will
also have classes on
"Decoupage" at 7:00 p.m. on
November 5,11, and 18.
''Bike Repair & Buying —
Fundamentals" will be taughi
by Spoke & Pedaf Bik$hOp at
7:30 p. m. -on Nopr6er 4, 10,
17, and 24.
Dr. Broeringmeyer
will e instructor for.the
el on The Art of Massage"
t 7:00 p. m. -in Room 402,
Faculty Hall, on November 9
and 16.
The classes are free and,
open to the public. No.
registration is required and
persons are.. 'invited to just
come to the class on the night
of the class. For information
call David Rose at the Student
Government office at 7Q2-6951.
have greater protection
because a larger arnount of
more in Social Security taxes
next year because the Social
Security system is raising the
maximum earnings subject to
the tax from $15,300 to $16,500.
That will raise a person's
maximum Social Security tax
from $895.95 this year to
$965.25 next year. An
estimated 19 million workers
will earn more than $15,300'
next year and of that group, 16
million will earn $16,500. or
more.
The maximum Social
Security tax on the self-
employed will rise to $1,303.50
next year, compared with the
maximum $1,208.70 this year.
The higher rates go into
effect Jan. 1.
The government has good
Pews for retirees. About 1.3
is proud to announce
its new opening
Wednesday, Oct. 6
„309 No. 16 (In University Inn Bldg.)
Don Kilcoyee-Baer
Don Invites all his former customers & friends to
come by or call... 753_1953
No Appointment Necessary
reducing the size of their
Social Security checks. The
limit this year is $2,760. .
After earning $3,000, they
then will lose $1 in Social
Security benefits for every $2
in outside income. Their
Social Security checks will not
be reduced in any month in
which-outside earnings do not
exceed $250, however.
The increase in the taxable
wage base will produce an
additional $2.3 billion for
Social Security next year.
Social Security Com-
missioner James B. Cardwell
said the increase wal required
by law to keep pace with the
rise in average wages. The
increase in tax revenue can
occur only after a year in
which there was an automate
inaease in Social Security
benefits. Benefits rose 6.4 per
cent earlier this year.
The Social Security tax rate
of 5.85 per cent each on
employes and employers will
not change next year. That
means a person earning less
han $15,300 this year and next
year will not be affected by the
higher wage base.
"In return for the increase
in taxes," Cardwell said,
-these affected workers will
Can You Eat At Home
This Cheap?
Friday & Saturday, Oct. 8th & 9th
from 4 p.m. til closing
32 oz.
Sirloin For 2
With Large Tossed Salad
Choice Qf Potato & Texas Toast
toward benefits than before."
The maximum Social
Security' tax was ,just $30 'a
year between 1937 and 1949
and then climbed slowly to
$174 in 1963. With the advent of
Medicare for the aged and,
more "recently, for the
disabled, the maximum tax
shot up to $277.20 in 1966.
Since then, the maximum
tax has.inereased to $290.40 in
1967, $343.20-in 1968, $374.40 in
1969 and 1970, $405.60 in 1971,
$468 in 1972, $631.80 in 1973,
$772.20 in 1974, $824.85 in 1975
and $895.05 this year.
Retired Teachers Association Plans Meet & Luncheon Friday,
Dr. Harry M. Sparks;' College of ' Creative the Murray State Campus. alternates will be elected at ̀
County Retired Teachers' spec* pusir_. He. .will, be a membership of ap-. time reports will.-be made by
president ' of the Calloway Expression, twill present The Calloway Association has the. business session. At this
Association, wilj welcome accOmpanied by Mrs. Prince, proximately 100 members. the treasurer, Legislativeretired fiducatort from the ThF devotion will be given by Also scheduled on the Commit td,e , HospitalityFirst District to Murray State Rev. Jerrell White, minister,- District Retired Teachers Committee, and Membershipcampus, Friday, October 13. Memorial Baptist Church, and meeting will be: Pledge ofWith registration beginning at Rev. Ronnie Hampton, Allegiance, Marjorie9 a.m. in the University School director of music at Memorial. Ferguson; Introduction ofauditorium, Leon Smith, :Members will meet al noon Leon Smith, Dolly Gillihan;
McCracken County, presirjehr at Colonial House, on 641 Report from NRTA, Margaret
of Kentucky Retired North, for lunch. The First. Wetherell; Recognition ofTeachers' Association, Will be District Retired Teachers' state, district and local of-the main speaker. A.ssocation is meeting con- ficers.
Dr. Joe Prince, Dean a the currently with the FDEA on Officers, delegates and.,
. .. - a, -,34., !:f' -,: , ..... '
_
1Continued from Page 1)
Ford was asked by panelist
Max Frankel of the New York
Times if he meant to say that
the Russians were not using
Eastern Europe as "their own
sphere of influence"and were
not making certain "with their
troops that it's a. COITUTIUIRS4
zone."
The President replied: "I
don't believe, Mr. Frankel,
that the Yugoslavians con-
sider themselves dominated
.by the Soviet Union. I don't
believe the Romanians con-
sider themselves dominated
by the Soviet Union. I don't
believe thatthe Poles consider
themselves doininated by the
Soviet Union. Each of se
countries is inde4iendent,
autonomous."' i'
- Alter the te, Brent D.
White House
, security adviser, was
ed by reporters if the
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State 'Market News Service Oc-
tober 7.1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act. 841 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts 100'1.5010w Sows .50-1.00 low
t'S 1-2 209410 Ihs 833.00-33.50
US 3:10-240 lbs. 832.50-33.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.
L'53-4 000-26011w 13075-31.75
SON!,
US -2 730-350 lbs.  825.50-26.80
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. $36.00-27.00
US 1-3 450.650 lbs. 627.00-27.50
1252-3 300-500 lbs. .  $25.00-26.00
Boers WIO-21.410
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
-EDT. today, furmalied to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as follows •
Heublein Inc. 4614 +1,5
S4cDonalds Corp.  
Ponderosa Systems . .. 614
Kirnberly Clark 38 + 4.9
union Carbide 5919
W R. Grace 2714 +
Texaco 2719 -14
General Elec 52 unc
GAF Corp  1344 unc
. Georgia Pacific 331v
Pfizer -
Jim Walters 33 +,4
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &




Ashland Oil , 38,v -44
A. T. & T. 60 -k4
Ford ........ , ..... 57,9 unc
Gen. Dynamics..........50's -La









Western Union 1914 -AS.
Zenith 271T4
Soviets had troops stationed in
Poland. 
"Yes," he replied. ,
Asked how many, Scowcroft
said he didn't recall and then
said it might be four divisions.
Then Seowcroft added, "I
think what the President
wanted to say is that we don't
recognize Soviet domination
of Eastern Europe."
Dr. Lev E. Dob
chairman of the Nat' I
Captive Nations Co ltee,
said, "I was sh ed to hear
President Fo state and even
try to defeili his preposterous
stat nt that 'there is no
Seiet .domination over
Eastern Europe."
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, D-




Ford chose to..-dismiss the
human rig of millions of
people ' astern Europe."
down .3. Below dam 302.6, up
.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.9,
down .2. Below dam 304.1,
down .3.




Dr. Spirks will present
resolutions.







Frog Perking In Rear
. KING'S DEN
...Over 400 Suits- in stock All the newest
shades (Camel, (rey, Blues, Greens) ....-













Gift Wrap and Deliver to the Hospital Free
New Shipment
Toys & Books
'*Richord Scarry *Dr. Seuss
* Walt Disney *Pop-Up Books














Lindsey Hudspeth breaks lbose here for a 'good gain in the 7-6 loss to Caldwell County last
Friday. Hudspeth rushed for 141 yards. giving him 619 ';arch in the four games he's played this
season. ."
Friday Night, October 8th, 7:30 PM
Cadiz, Ky. 6*





























MON Immidep Oa 0.• lips.
.4.1411,11.1.1.1Cara,
Hours:
7:30 am til 11 pm - Sun.-Thurs










• • The Biisinessman's Choice
For Fine Printing
102 North 4th Street
COMPLETE PANTS DEPARTMINT for Cars. Trucks & T.aclo,
- RADIATORS ALPAIRED — •
COM-Pt ET E HAMM -SHOP
_
1.14 MURRAY 00,AUTO PARTS
Law Stock el Fortogn Cal Parts VW DAMON • TOYOTA
rhe aphids and cankery% toms that latest apple trees-are insect_
pests respitrim2s.ontrot measures. Other insects like the praying
mantis and ilia lionev bee Ire licipt ul to tanners and gardeners_
Learning telt dl the-dittezenc'e bells een the "bad bugs" and the
good ones are' -sotiog people 9-19 in the national 4-H
etitomolop prAgt 3111 .'0thluuted by the Cooperative Extension
Service. 1.m. arrl ii Ilo• pi,lgrain are sponsored by Hercules
Incorporated. •
t. HI( AG() I s












flat nial -I Li
rogra Ill I ••
— pck • , 
Many insects beneficial
II 'enjlso study. tht
manv insects that benefit-
'n,inkind. I lie praying npintis,
L.\ ample, Wel ps farmers
and .gardeners by devouring
iii 1I1,,CCI\ that destroy
rtsmh-rnrng citi7enship
1stLes with their interest in
ntomology. 4'-11'ers in
\ a., . have urged
the, adoption ot the praying
i»antis as their state's official
iti,ect. A. hill promoted by
4-44 flleflibt.fs 11.1S been passed
lib? Vir 414a: -114>use.----,1L--
I • 
to Lcau, -d-t' cpres'entatives and is
.•• •• i'••• '.••• -1,-1.ion by the state
s,' ;1..m.- nest year. 4-H'ers Keep Cool, Drive Defensively•froln tie•..
extension agents.
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4-H'ers Learnio Tell 'Bad Bugs' From Good Ones National 47.1-1 Photo Exhibit: Showcase For Young Talen





4-4 members -a series of
4ards through the National
4-11 Service. Committee.
Up to four 4-1fers per
county canqualify for medals
of honor, and one 4-H'er in




the 55th National 4-H
Congress, Nov. 28-Dee. 2 in
Chicago. And six national
winners are awarded S800
college scholarships.
All winners are selejted by
the - Extension Service. More '
information on the program
- Eyes on a Balloon
Jim Gratzek, Georgia
C AGO -People,- ,animals,
landscapes, sports and how-to:do-it
E$ available from county sequences. All were "through the lens"
subjects last year for 144 talented 4-11
photographers.
DOG MULTIPLES These. young people, representing
NORMAL, Ill. (AP) — Path 44- states, had their works included in
Felth and his family got more hit, 2nd National 4-H Photo
than they bargained for when Exhibition, noncompetitiye exhibit
they acquired • a free dog ,of color and black-and-white prints at
through a newspaper advertise- the 1975 National 4-H Congress in
ment recently. • Chicago.
A few weeks later, the St- Since then, the exhibit has traveled
Bernard, named Brandy, gave to Washington, D.C., where_it was on
birth to 14 puppies. One died •display this spring at the Patio of thesoon after the birth. U.S. Department of Agriculture and atWhen they got Brandy, no- the National 4-H Center. Another Netbody was aware she was-preg-
Of the photographhis been schedi-der*ant; said Mrs. Felth. -
at 4-11 events across-The count.
Dennison' Mount
_ Linda Murray
Photos were printed by Eastman
Kodak Company, sponsor of the,
national 4-H photography program.
fhe program enrolls nearly 1.12,0O0
4-H members 9;1,9 in prac_ticel
photography projects and activities
supervised by the Cooperative
Extension Service. 4-H'ers learn to
open their eyes to the world around
them, develop skills in taking and
using, pictures, and gain an
appreciation ot photography as an art,
science and cothmunication tool.
Program members can earn awards
tiefiated by Kodak and arranged by
the National 4-H Service Committee.
9ix national winners ,,receive - $1,000










lc d ()mg' to collect,'
' y and -.NI udyi ide
I-artery i3 I lilsefs. gills ' and-
. begin to ',understand
, contribute to
- 'n , Liming balanced
• ...• 111 for all '.!\
CHICAGO Your survival
in a driving emergency may
depend on two .things: your
ability to stay calm and your
knowledge of the •best
defensive ̀action to take. -
"Obviously, you •cannot
practice what to do in an
emergency ,driving _situation,"




THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
Bet-Air Center, 753-4751
We, at Purchase Eguipmint
- salute our young farmers
during
and invite you to come by and
let us show you International's
new Series 86 tractors. Here .











, next best thing is to develop
the -know-how before-
hand - visualize in advance
emergencies that might
confront you and :plan the
defensive action you will
take."
Young people can learn
how- to handle driving
emergencies, Ford suggests, in
-- the neetlinal .4H automotive









ownership and operat>e f. and
automotive careers,-;•-•
• Pre-drivers- ..orta beginning
drivers 'can/enroll in 4-H
Wheels. 12-ses:sion• course.
deki d to improve Treft
ant motive skills, knowledge
iind attitudes.. Developed
.". jointly by The Firestone Tire
& - Rubber Company.
xtension Service and
Na.tiohal. -4-H Service
Committee.- the - Wheels
program last year received
top Award ofdionor from the
Nfat tonal Safety' COuneil.
Annual regional
dutom o-t ive contests
sponsored by Firestone give
oRgible 4-H teettr an
opportunity to demonstrate
their knowledge and skills in
automotiye safety and care.
Itis year's ,contests will he
held at _the Western U.S. 4-H
Engineering Event, Sept.
- .25 in Omaha, .and at the





counties for outstanding 4-1-1.
autoniotive projects, activities
and programs.
. Arranged through the
Seivice Committee, awards ",
for -4-1:1 members include -"„- 
S1.000 scholarships to eight
fl-at i cora-I n a-rt
.expense-paid trip to -the 55th
National 4-H Congress, Nov.
?s-Dec. 2 inQhicago, to one
winner pe state:and medal.
of hof to as many 'as four
s in each county.
,,. Up to 10 certificates per




bet drivirig eVentS, up to two




at-tends National 4-ti Congress on an
expense-paid trip, and four 4-H'ers are
eligible for county mellats. Winners are
chosen by the Eictension-Service.
This. year's National 4-H Photo.
Exhibition, to be held Nov. 27-Dec. 2
during the 55th NatiOnal 4-H
0:ingress, again will be a shOWcase for
4-H members' photographic talents-.
Each state can submit up US fiiur
entries, selected from prelimfriary
contests at local, county •and state
levels. The show is open to all 4-1-1
members and is ,not limited to those 
enrolled in 4-9 ptidrography projects.
• More information on the nation
44-1-. photography pcogram is available _ ,




• . A Ball of Far A5 Ballof Yarn
*Becky Looper. Arkansas
These are the foundations on which every 4-H'er learns to live:The boys and girls, young men and women who
belong to 4-H clubs throughout the country are taught through experiencing. Group activities and individual
Projects are all part of their education.
They're taught to be active leaders, dedicated wrirkérs, compassionate friends. They set realistic goals.„. are per-
severing in achieving them. They're truly a credit to all of us. • -
Let's show them that we're proud of the fine job they're doing... their great accomplishments in the community.
Let's give them our total support during 4-H Week, and all through the year.
••••••
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1
tHICAGO Fall separates
reflect a "field and stream"
approach tp wardrobe







knickers or boot-legged pants,.




of fabrics and colors,, -you






uls and boys 9-19 in the
at tonal 4-H clothing
program want to get the most
in style 'and wearability for,,,
their clothing investment.




their, clothing needs on the
basis of their life-styles and to
to stretc
and
4-H Members Adopt Fall's 4-Hers Report Bread Making On Uptrend
'Field and Stream' Look • 
CHICAGO.L.Home. bread
making is an the ptrend.
plan and build attractive basic Spurred by renewed interest
wardrobes. ' , • in the nutritive—values of
At the same time, 4-H'ers. 
foods, more and more
-develop practical . skim in--




For the 36th year, •.'ts &
Clark Inc. r ognizes
outstanding • mplishment
in 4-H do ng projects and
activiti . with awards that
inc four medals of honor
county, one expense-paid
trip to National 4-H Congress
per state, and six 5800
-scholarships at -the- national
level.
4-H members who are
1976 scholarship winners will
be honored at the 55th
National 4-H Congress, Nov,
28-Dec. 2 in.Chicago.
Winners are selected by
the Extension Service.
Awards are arranged and
.annouliced by the Nationals
4-H Service Committee.
County extension agents
'can provide more information
on the national 4-H clothing
program.
Fall's "field and stream look includes u flee ets • ouson
jackets and boot-legged pants-casual styles that appeal to
young people in the national 4-H clothing program. Conducted
by the Cooperative e xtensio!ri Service," the • program gives
4-Wers opportunities to develop practical skills in wardrobe
building and to earn awards donated by Coats & Clark Inc.
migt ;watering, nutritious
reads in their own kitchens.
Homemade breads, like a
deliciously fruity orange 'rye
loaf (see_ recipe below),
supply many of the body's
daily requirements for
vitamins and minerals. r
Nutrition-conscious Young
people- can learn all about
bread making in the national
4-H bread 'program.
sponsored- for the 25th year
by Stindard - Brands
Incorporated. •
In practical projects
supervised lay the Oooperitive
Extension Service, 4-H
members '9-19 acquire and
demonstrate skills in
-planning, preparing and
serving breads and cereals
that are both good tasting
and good for them.— —
Boys and girls explove-the...
scientific princirff of bread




Foreign breads add an.
international flavor to family
meals and snacks as 4-H'ers
learn the significance of grain
products in diets and cultures
around the world. . 4."
4-11 dembers- can tia; ke
1f14,)-1* --that
include up to four medals per
county, one expense-paid trip
to National 4-H Congress per
state, and ;ix csqo
schqlarships at the national
level. Awards are donated- by
Standard Brands atuE'arranged
by the National` 4-H Service
Committee.
N,at-fqtna I• scholarship
winners will _be lionored at
,
TICKISH
LOGAN, Utah (AP) L'Three
top Utah State University ad-
ministrators share the ' same
hobby — grandfather clock
making. -
President Dr. Glen Taggart
has already made two clocks.
He gave one to his son and in-
stalled another at the presiden-
tial residence on the campus.
Others who share the hobby
are provost Dr. Gaurth Hansen
and vice provost Dr. Richard
Swenson.
Hog is a 'hero' in other ways
The hog indeed-is a hero orthe eyes of many ailing persons.
 Its con°
tritiution to human health is impressive. Much more than
 porcine dress--
ings for burn victims is involved, .
Enzymes and hormones from hog glands treat a sariety o
f human ail-
' •ments. ' --
-•. 
The pituitary (it takes 1,700 hogs to produce a poUnth 
prosides
growth hormones and drugs tor peptic ulcers. 
Heparinis extracted from the liver andfrorn musosa in the sma
ll intes-
tines and used as an anticoagulant in blood. Tinytablets
 of thyroid treat
obesity and other metabolic disorders. Derivatives from d
essicated liver
are used to treat anemia. Pepsin, an enzyme, is a digest
ive aid.
Pancreatin is used in insulin. It takes the pancreases of 130
 hogs to
provide enough insulin to keep one diabetic person 
alive a year. .
Doctors are putting pig heart valves into pattents whose
 own valves
have become scarred and stiffened from disease.
tlie 55th Nation-al .4-H
Congress, Nov. 28-Dec. 2 in
Chicago.
Winners are selected by
the Extension Service. Mor
e
I.:rgc w arm bowl. Sprinkle in
stir until dissolved. Stir
,!. sugar, salt, margarine,
peel, molass s and rye
Beat t °roughly
information an the:4-H tread 
W 
-Stir in enough white 
ragram is . available - flour_ to make a stiff dough.
_ _ _ .
extension agents.
Lurti; knead until smooth
county I urn (Alt onto lightly floured
Jild. elastic, about 10 to 1;
'::iimi.itcs Place' .,•in greased
turning to grease top.
(-0%er, let rise in warm
tree from draft, until-tioubled
i!1 hulk. about 1 hour.
Punch dough doym -,diVide
in halt. Roll each half to a 14
N Inch rectangle, Shape into
• L.4‘cs. Pra-ce. in 2.,greased s
• . -nCh 'Cover
,Ict rise in warm place, free_- 
margarine draft, until doubled` in
3 tablespoons grated orange hoik. about I hour and 10
peel
1/3 cup dark molasses
3 3/4 cups unsifted rye flour
5 1/2 to 6.1/2 cups ungifted
white flour
Measure warm water into
Easy-to-bake orange Mt
bared is great as a'nutritio
us
toast for breakfast, in
sandwiches or for snacking.
ORANGE RYE BREAD
(Makes 2 loaves) -
2 3/4 cups warm water
(105°E-115•E)
2 packages active dry yeast






Bake on- lowest rack
position at 375°F about 40
mtnutes, or until done.
Reina‘e trom pans and cool
on wire racks.
With .r.snewed consumer interest IR 
nutrition, home bread
making is on the uptrend.-ii•oung pen-p
Te- 9-1 1-kiluire-s
bread-making skills--and bake their ‘% ay t
o"ecillege scholarships
and other recognition-in the national 4-14
' bread program
conducted by the CoOperatise Extensi
on Service and
sponsored by Standard .Brands Incorporated.
Young folks who appreciate the gifts the good earth offers,
who use those gifts to make things better for themselves ...
their families . . . their neighborhoods . . . and the nation. It's
time to congratulate them: the country kids with their live-
stock and produce. . . the city kids planting parks, cleaning
rivers—all of them learning and using the skills that make
life a richer experience and the world a better place. We'd
-like you to know, 4-H'ers, that we appreciate your work and
applaud your success. We're standing behind you proudly as
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By JOHN STOWELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - Bob
Randall's pot plant was once
seized by police but he now
has, a legitimate supply,
thVnits to federal approval of a
new study of marijuana use in
treating glaucoma.
The 28-year-old Randall was
away from his home here last
summer when-police found his
Illegal marijuana plant
sunning on a balcony.
Seizure of the plant was of
more than legal interest for
Randall. He suffers from
glaucoma, a progressive eye
disease that has destroyed 90
per cent of his vision. No
medication helps relieve his
pain, except marijuana.
In a burst of speed unusual
in the federal government,
the Food and Drug Ad-
-ministratioan.,,-- the Drug
Enforcement Administration
and the National Institute on
Drug Abuse cooperated to, in
effect, get a new and
legitimate supply for Randall.
The FDA said Tuesday it
has approved a plan by Dr.
John C. Merritt of Howard
University Medical School to
use marijuana to treat severe
glaucoma cases. Randall will
be among about 50 test sub-
jects.
The FDA, anxious to avoid
the appearance of giving
unusual attention to the
Randall case, said the Merritt
study is the 16th new drug
approval involving
marijuana. But the agency's
action, the spokesman said,
, was among the more rapid
aQproyals." 
,Merritt received permission"
to test whether use of 'MC, the
primary psychoactive
ingredient in marijuana,
reduces painful internal eye
pressure caused by glaucoma,
one of the leading causes of
blindness.
Thp test subjects will
receive cigarettes of prime
marijuana grown on a federal
farm in Mississippi or if
they're not experienced in
smoking marijuana, capsules
of synthetic THC.
The FDA said earlier
Atudies, principally those
conducted at the University of
California in Los Angeles,
have suggested that THC may
be beneficial in treating
glaucoma patients, although
not in curing the disease,
which destroys the optic
nerve.
The
conclusive proof of this effect
has not yet been produced,"
the FDA spokesman said.
Other FDA-approved
studies are testing the possible
value of marijuana in treating
asthma patients, relieving the
nausea and vomiting suffered
by cancer patients undergoing
chemical therapy, •promoting
sleep and treating addiction t,
other drugs.
There are approximately 10,-
000 sink holes in central Ken-
tucky. The National Geographic
reports that one of them is over
a quarter of a mile wide and
200 feet deep.
Two million American sol-
diers went to France during
World War I. Of that number,
53,000 died in combat and an-
other 204,000 were wounded- "
law' Enforcement Comes In
By BILL HENDRICK
Associated Press Writer .
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Donna Sawyers, who's always
wanted to be a cop, clamped
down. recently on a man who
was wrestling , with a police
officer.
She bit the man twice first
on the shoulder, then the
finger - and prevented him
from taking the officer's gun
away from.him.
For • that deed, she was
honored this week by, the
4,ol'ce department, the
major's office and the
Fraternal Order of Police.
The officer, Edward Cebe,
45, credits Mrs. Sawyers with
helping him overcome the
man and perhaps with saving
his life. '
. "If it hadn't been for her, I
might have got whipped,"
Cebe said Thursday. "The
man's 24-years-old and I'm 45.
If he would have gotten" my





Oct. 7, 8, 9 for
If your pulse quickens after dark, Charger is your car. Charger has a
look that was shaped for the night. An excitement to match your mood
when you've left the day behind.
Close yourself in Charger, and the dark lights up. You're hugged by
nigh-back bucket seats. Before you, an array of controls for night
cruising. A standard 318 V8 links to the TorqueFlite automatic trans-
mission to let you glide around all those everyday cars.
NVhen the sun goes down and the lights come up, move into Charger
time. Some of us were born for the night. Now we'have a car that
belongs to us. . Charger Get one at your Dodge Dealer'4.
DORM ROOM DECOR—Twenty-one-year-old Laurie Britt took time out from her studies at Murray State Univer-sity to pick some flowers for her dorm room. Miss Britt, who is a senior education major from Louisville, found theflowers in a field just outside of Murray. She is the daughter of Mrs. Shannon Britt. Photo by Wilson Woolley
One of Cebe's colleagues,
officer Steve Norton, agreed.
"We are sometimes shot
with our own revolvers,"
Norton said. "Had it not been
for her, the man probably
would have gotten officer
Cebe's gun."
Mrs. Sawyers, 25, has been
turned down repeatedly since
she was 19 in her quest to join
the police force. She passed
the written tests but flutilted
the physical part after "I got
all the way down to the list
exercise. I hyperventilated
while I was doing it, and that
ended the test."
When she first applied, she
was told she needed a year of
college. So she went to college.
She applied again two years
ago and was told she was too
short. The next day she went
back wearing a wig and
passed the height
requirement. But she failed
the physical test on the final
exercise. She tried to apply
again last January but was
told the waiting list was too
long.
"When I go back again,
they'll probably tell me I'm
too old," she laughed during
on iniffview.... "I'm _going to_
to get in."
Cebe- and Norton gave this
account of what happened in
the biting incident.
A man allegedly was in-
terfering with the arrest by
Cebe of a youth who had
vandalized the motel where
Mrs. Sawyers is a clerk. When
she entered a lobby, Cebe and
the man were struggling, and
she saw him reach for the
officer'sgun. .
She tried to pull the man's
, hand away, and bit him when.
that didn't work.
"I felt my pistol being
jerked out of my holster, he
had gotten his finger inside
my pistol," Cebee said. "He
and I were rolling all over the
lobby. Where she came from I
don't know, but she was like a
little wildcat. She told me
- when she saw him, with his
finger on the trigger guard.,
she just jumped in.
"I'd say she helped a hell of
a lot," Cebe said. "She slowed
him Own and might have
saved-my life. I wouldn't mind
her being on the beat with me
in any car any time."
Mrs. Sawyers says it was an
automatic reaction.
"I wasn't thinking. It all
happened so fast. If I'd
thought about it, I probably
wouldn't have done it," she
said.
She said Cebe and the "big
guy" were "in a deadlock
when I first saw them. That's
when the, big man was pulling
the gun and trying to take it
out of the holster.'
MISS YOUR PAPER?
liebecrboro lobe brie wet
received tfteir bein•-dollvered
copy of The Worm Lodger a
Times by 5:10 p. m. Moder
Friday Sr by 3:30 p. s. is
Saturdays ere urged to cod
753-1116 between 5:100.
sod S p.
Sr 310 p. et. mid 4,...
fat•rolsys, Po llinator, delivery
of tbe einrepeper. Calls soot
I. placid by 6 p. a.
wesidaye Sr I p. Suter-




Lowest price evec on Realistic s
TRC-24C' Illuminated channel
selector and SiRF meter With built-in modulation
.indicator, delta-tune switch. ANL and noise blanker.
PA carJability. dynamic mike. all crystals. all Channels and more!






• Genuine Walnut Veneer
Enclosure!
r,e'Se is are nonprea at part.c.pat,ng






•Weighs Only 7 ors!
Adjustable Headband!
• Soft Spontfe Earcushion4(
Big 10 Foot Cord!
STOCK UP ON RADIO SHACK RECORDING TAPE NOW!
Reg 266
399 44-1878








RADIO SHACK'S 1976 SolticEs ARE ON AVERAGE WITHIN 1% OP OUR LOW 1975 PRICES/
STORE HOURS:
10-7 Mon. thru Thurs., Sat.
10-9 Friday 1-4 Sunday
.•0.0 t.111.“
.0. ,Col tiot
PRICES MAY VARY Al INDIVIDUAL STORES







AS OF THIS date 10-5-76, I
Hilda Jackson am no
longer responsible for
the debts of my
husband, Earl T.
Jackson, deceased on 4-
17-76. Hilda R. Jackson.
2 Notice
ROTARY SALE and
Auction will be open at









Osiris§ October • free Air
coaditimeer, A IL Eilwriong or
Nitch-Accessecit. package
with the pi/rause of any
nevi RV ia stock. MURPHY'S
CAMPER SALES & SERVICE











Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
1 Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.



















8:00 am to 8 00p. in. Mare
day .1.1aza_Saturday. 110 
Train Sets & AMMO:Vie&
Airplane, car ei truck model
kits, macrame kits & sup-
plies and much more. Also




3. C rd Of Thanks
THANK YOU to everyone
for the love expressed to
us during the illness and
death of Mrs. Monico
Waldrop, affectionately
known as you are the right petibtr•
Your gifts, prayers, Must be married,
flowers, food, add many honest, dependable, and
acts of gentleness and
goodwill were a
beautiful monument to
the memory of one we
loved. . We especially
thank the physicians
and nurses for their
tender care, Gus








5 lost And Found
FOUND WilITE faced
bull. Identify and pay





contact Rotary Sale and
Auction at MurrIty H. S.,
Oct. 14, ai 6:00 p. m.
LOST IN Elm Grove area
4 months old black,







resume to P. 0.
Bea 32C, Murray.
FOUND AT Fairlane and
Circarama, young male
cat. Yellow with orange
stripes. Call 753-1206.
LOST LARGE male sable
Collie in Taylor store










7th & Maple Streets.
Murray, Ky.










feel you are qu!slified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.
Large Company Acts opening
for 4 sales people Car
necessary Part time SIP 00
and up Full tune 5)5000






has an opening for




in design of tools,
gigs, fixtures and
small dies.
Meese send resume to





6 QT. SE-0 -COOKER
5 heat' set1ing{-0ort term
to all day. Butterscotch
Stoneware-look outside,





FOUND WEISER key No: •
E-25476. Found outside
Fred's Store, claim key
at Ledger & Times.
'FOUND BRASS Camel
Pickup at Murray H. S. -
Gym., Thurs. Oct. 14,
6:00, Rotary Sale and
Auction.
Wanted





tact Perry Barrett at
Regal 8 Motel, Room
45.
WANTED' SOMEONE to
sell or buy Watkins and
other products. Call 753-
5550.
FULL TIME SALES




but will train. No Sun-
day work With 1 day off.
Apply by giving age,
sexy „education., marital
status, experience and 2
character references, in
own handwriting, to P.
0. Box 264B Murray,
Ky. All correspondence
PART TIME sales person
for locally owned retail
store. -No night or
Sunday work.
Experience helpful.
Apply be giving age,
sex, education, marital
status, experience and 2
character references in
own handwriting to Box




capable of outside work,





work for a New and





Send resume to Box 32A,
Murray.
BEETLE BAILEY
















I CONSIDER IT EKTIZEmE,..,.
LIcrCIIR''-ifcryTE TerlE S licEt
'&: FEE\ -ARPEL•
chD SiieE : SE HODE DiD
DOG L.IKLE KnE QS 3EEQ HIS
- • 
riaiSn-- .,. SECOND ONE ..
awesc.
•i)
WE'VE SEARCHEP EVERY INCH 00
THIS TUB NO VISITORS.




yott _ %. /'4)
'
&41''
5ENS -ALL OF LA -
\,vcRRyiN/ OuRsa_vF  Tc SNADCER 7-ONE
OF QS GoTTA Go N ANYAX HER Te
-••• -
--)----+Ta2 CC-- -




.WHILE WE WERE BEirow




WI-10EVER 54 IE PICKS ISA GONER, 0'





employee s'. oh some
type of _medical ex-
perience. Please send
resume to P.O.Box 32B.
A PART TIME ear.
hostess, nights. Apply in
person K and N Root-
















limited only by your own
abilities and initiative,





work for a Nev. and










Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.
AVON
EARN 5555$
Sell AVON. Part time, Full
Time. Any tmne Call or
write Glenda Duke. Box
3241, Paducah. Icy 42001.
Phone 44-3366 for in-
formation






Must be in good con-
dition. al: 489-2154 after
6 p. m.
FOUR OR FIVE drawer
filing cabinet in good
condition Call 753-2580.
WE BU I your used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur. Paducah, Ky.




Hall tree desk (Roll-
top). Old china
cabinets, etc. '
Will pay cash. Call
642-758/ 11 a.m. til 5
p.m. or if out of town
call collect 901-642-
7581.
15 Articles For Sale
PAPYRUS painting from
South Cairo, Egypt at
Murray H. S. Gym, Oct.
14, 6:00, Murray Rotary
Club Auction and Sale.
15. kticles For Sale
BARGAIN PRICES ON:
3-loads desks,. chairs
and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet 4x8 ex-
terior siding at $6.40. 4x9
exterior siding at $7.20.
Ross 14 Tuck Salvage.
Box 88, Martin, Tn.
Phone 581-2420.
25 CARDS depicting 3
different scenes during
the scene of Mafeking,
South Africa. All cards




Sale and Auction, 6:00
on Oct. 14, Murray H. S.
Gym.
479 ARTICLES from 54
foreign countries. 6:00 '
Thursday, Oct. 14,
Murray Rotary Club
Sale and Auction, at
Murray H. S.
PERSONALS - Buy your
favorite a turquoise
bracelet or ring at the
Murray Rotary Club
Sale and Auction 6:.00,
Oct. 14, Murray H. S.
Gym.
FROM WALL to wall, no




Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop." •
OAK AND HICKORY
firewood for sale. 115.00
a rick. Call 436-2641.
BRASS FLOWER vase
for you from Jaipu,
India at Rotary Sale and
Auction, Murray H. S.
Gym, Oct. 14,6:00.
POT FLOWERS ourirl the--
yard. Call 753-1636.
'BATH TUB enclosure
kits. Marblized and solid
colors can be installed
by amateur. Murray -
Lumber Co., 104 Maplp.
LIKE NEW area rug with
pad, $80. 1973 Ford
Country Squire Station
wagon, 12250. Call 436-
5579. - -
WOOD FOR SALE. Cut to
order. Call 437-4620.
IF CARPETS look dull
and drear, remove-spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent . electric
shampooer., Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
MANS ROLL-FAST
bicycle. Nice. Used 2
summers. $40. Electric
hot plate, $8.00. Call 753-
3202 evenings.
16 Home Furnishings




-. your domestic, meals
*-are _gfeat but my hard 
to get game 1.4 ofTen
tasteless. Please go to
Murray H. S..and pick a
cookbook from Canada
to cook wildgame, Oct.
14, 6:00, Murray Rotary




Rotary Sale and. Auc-
tion, Murray H. S. Gym
on Oct. 14, 6:00. Hand
carved figurines from
cow horn, silk scarves
from' ̀ Japan, jute
shoulder bag, hanging
plant containers, table
place mats and dolls
from many countries.
PERSONALS - Sherrie
while your boy friends is
working Thurs.. Oct. 14,
Meet me at Murray H...
S., 6:00 for tea and
accessaries from all
over the world. Rotary
Club Sale and Auction._
WICKER FURNITURE,
fair condition. Call 753-
7606 ask for David
0:Daniel at the ATO
house.
ONE ITALIAN style off
, formal Couch.
Phone 753-3456 days or
753-5402 evenings.
TWO END tables and
coffee table. Mahogany
leather tops. Call 753-
2988 after..5 p.m.
PERSONALS - need gift
for the young man you
love? Buy handmade
beads made from a Zula
maiden to show her love.
Thurs. Oct. 14, 6:00.
Rotary Sale. and Auc
















tractor and 1 row John
Deere corn picker, pony
wagon and harness. Call
days 753-7494, nights 753-
3137 or 753-7263.
1969 135 MF tractor, with
multl:power, - 'power
steering, hydraulic
systtm. Plow, disc. Call
after 5, 753-3331 or 753-
0061.
40' JOHN DEERE




Chalmers B tractor and




header and bean header.
$3250. Call 489-2104.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
20 Sports Equipment
PERSONALS - Need girt
for the young girl you
love? Buy handmade
beads made from a Zula
warrior tO shOw.his love.
Thurs. Oct. 14, e:00,
Rotary Sale and Auc-
tion, Murray H. S.GYm.
PERSONALS - Sickly? - I
have the cure for $8.00.
Buy my Zula witch
doctor beads at the
Rotary Sale and Auc-
tion, 6:00 Oct. 14,
Murray H.S. Gym.
FOR SALE - 2 beautiful
Finland made knives
with leather scabbard.
Oct. 14, Murray H. S., at
6:00 Rotary_-Clutr and
ArkiG44441:
PERSONALS - To B.B. -
meet me at Murray H. S.
Gym., 6:00 Thurs. Oct.
14, I have a "love letter"
for you from a young
xhota man in South




- 12 and 20 gauge-barrels,-
perf eci , $350. Call 753-
8383.
NORTHWESTERN golf
clubs, good condition. 8
irons, 4 woods, plus
wedge and putter. Bag
and cart included. Call
753-5206 after 4:30 p.m.
1959 18 FT. Chris Craft
boat with trailer. Has
1959 185 h.p. Chevy
motor. Call 753-3862.
12 GAUGE Browning
light weight automatic -
shotgun. Ventilated rib,
barrel. $175. Phone 753-











Beethoven at Murray H
S. Gym - 6:00 Oct. 14.
Murray ' Rotary Club







sible party can take









Six string, case in-
cluded. Call 767-4063.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across





Gunp 13-55 flatop guitar,
new, hard shell case,




puppies. 7 weeks. 115.00.
Antique pie safe and
wood table with 4 chairs.
Call 753-7249 after 5:00:
CUSTOM MAT1'RESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26 TV Radio
AM-FM stereo, 8 track
system, with 2 speakers
and amplifier. Excellent







1973 12 x 70 Penthouse,
wet bar with 8 x 7 sunken





TWO NEW mobile homes.
Two bedroom, central
heat and air, un-
derpinned, anchored, 20
ft. driveways, city
water, k2 acre lots with
trees, just like paying
rent,. 31  miles East of
Murray in Conrad
Heights Subdivision.
c• Call 753-3745._ 
1974 LAWRENCE
MOBILE HOME. 12x50.
2 bedroom, all electric.
Service pole. Prac-
really new 17,000 -BTU
window air conditioner
and underpinning. Lived
in one year. $4550.00.
Call 354-6465 after 5 p,
1974 ATLANTIC Deluxe
12' x 60' on large, nice
'cornet-tot In subdivision
in front of East
Elementary. Has new
outbuilding and 2 large
wooden porches. Priced
to sell. Call 753-17'75.
1974' CHALLENGER




WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
1959 MOBILE home 10 x
50. Call 7634209.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
1972 12 X 50 1 bedroom,
nice, ideal for couple.
Located at Riviera Et.
-C:a11-753-9915.




garbage pickup'. 1 or 2
adults. One mile out of
city limits. $75.00 month.
Call 953-5405 after 6 p.m.
TRAILER, 54 x 10,, on
waterfront lot. Electric
heat and air. Call 436-
2427.
MOBILE HOME AND
mobile home space for
rent, at Riviera Ct. Call
753-3280.
i Want To Rent
BEAN AND CORN
ground with tobacco
base on It. Call 753-1775. •
32 Apartments For Rent
NICE SMALL apartment,
will feed and take care
of elderly person. If
interested come by 300
Woocllawn, or call 753-
6044.
N1C_E_ _DLIP.LEX apart-
ment in country, par-
tially furnished. $140.
City, water included.








34 House's for Rent
HOUSE, 5 rooms, middle
aged couple or lady. No
pets. Call 753-2987 after 4
p.m.
THREE BEDROOM
farm house for rent
located 3 miles from





$90 month. One hide out
of city limits. Call 753-
5405 after 6 p.m
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,













Club Sale and Auction, •
6:00 on Oct. 14, Murray
H. S Gym.
38 Pets Supplies
PARROTT i blue beak,
Amazon) $300 Call 767-
4053
NEED GOOD home for a
female Kangaroo and
Joey animal doll from
Melbourne. Australia.
Murray Rotary Club
Sale and Auction, g :00
on Oct. 14, Murray IT. S.
Gym.
TWO MALE Beagles, one
AKC W ft h Papers.
_Guaranteed rabbit dogs.
$100 per pair. Call 753-
_7126.








While they last, ideal for church groups and will '
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38. Pets Suitplies
SEVEN WEEK OLD, AK-
C registered Dachshund
pups, 1 black and tan
male, 2 black and tan
females, 1 red female.
$40. Call 1-527-1886.





Sale and Auction 6:00 on
Oct. 14, Murray H. S.
Gym.
COCKER SPANIEL





NEED A good home for
peacock_ from Jaipur
India, Murray Rotary
Club Sale and Auction,











inside ,1500 sq. ft.
Bargain Barn 13th and
Main. Saturday 8-4. Two
conches, chair, end
table, ylocks, . new
clothing, all plan's 1,
price.






Sixth house past Todds





9. 8 a.m.-5 p.m. at 403
Soulh 11th. Side by side
refrigerator freezer, 19








October 8th, 9-5. Not
responsible for,- ac-
cidents. 600 Poplar, side
door.
SALE INSIDE. Friday 
and Saturday, October 8 GARAGE SALE,
and 9. 901 Johnny Saturday 9-4. 1700
- Robertson Rd. Across Miller. Will sell
from golf course. everything there.
AUCTION SALE
Saturday October 9th, 10 a. m.-at the farm
home of the late Scott sisters in the Beach Grove
Church community. Turn off of Highway 94, th
mile East ofGraves County line, follow sign.
Large collection of antiques and primitives
that have been handed down since about 1850.
Will only list a few of them. Five antique rockers,
5 high back beds, one cannon ball poster corded
bed, washstand, tall oak wardrobe, Jenny Lind
bed, old picture frames, treadle sewing machine,
solid cherry press-2 tin door pie safes, oak table
and chairs, wicker items, 5 nice trunks, dough
tray, spinning wheel, cane and split hickory
chairs, antique wheel chair, double barrel muz-
zle loading shotgun, wood cook stove, Aladdin
and kerosene lamps, tea kettles, bean pots, gyp-
sy dye pots, dutch ovens and skillets, lots more
cast iron items. Truck load of stone 'jars, jugs,
churns, buttermilk pitchers, old granite items,
china and rag dolls, 3 side saddles, milk cans,
Iota of antique quilts, lots of primitive tools, and
tin> wiagan And spring seot„ hand kqd
garden tools, 2 row Birch corn drill used very lit-
tle, 2 row spring type cultivator, No. 1 dinner
bell, 1968 Travel Mate pop up camper used viry
little. Lots of old glass and china.








206 E. Main 753-8194
41. Public Sales
YARD SALE: 9 am.-?
Friday and Saturday.
Many items, including




YARD SALE. Friday and




Saturday October 9 10:00 A. M. rain or shins at
late Otis Bucy farm. Travel Highway 121 south
from Murray, Ky. 13 miles to Mount Corm! Chur-
ch, leave 121 follow signs.
Offering surplus-collections from the estates of
the late Otis Bticy and late Jack Parker which in-
clude the following: 'dressers, chairs, tables,
high chair, dishes, pressure and other cooking
utensils, 1947 Ford ton truck (rough) extra tires,
2 Cultivators, 2-2 row corn drills, one row drill,
rastus, other plotis, stibsoiler, tractor seeder, all
size wrenches, carpenter tools, cross cut saws,
electric drill, fan, heaters, apartment size ekc-
tric stove, portable gas stove and tank, wringer
and automatic washers, push and power
mowers, long ladder, battery charger, 5 gal..
spray, wheerbarrow, victrola and records, TV.
antenna, Air King and tin heaters, oil and elec-
tric lamps, picture frames, flat irons, hay hooks,
draw knife, jars, green and other fruit cans, din-
ner kettle, corn sheller, blow torch sledges, axes,
hoes, clamps, 10 pieces 4x4's other lumber,
plywood, aluminum roofing, nails and kegs,
brick, fireplace-streens, bushel' basket, wash
boards, harness, razors, feed sacks, 10 gal.
drums, freezer compressor, corn grinder, fen- '
cing, boies drgood miscellaneous, rough muzzle
loading gun, can of lard and much more in
buildings.
Eats and drinks - not rosponsibilo for accidents
- may be one load of apples.






toys. 94 East 6 miles
from Murray. Third









house on left on road
that runs to Johnny
Robertson Road (follow
signs). Furniture, an-






only, 10-4 p.m. Close to
old Almo school. Watch
for signs.
YARD SALE, 4 party,
Friday and Saturday,
October 8 and 9. 8 till 5
p.m. Lots of nice items
on Highway 299 in
Kirksey, Ky.
YARD SALE, half *le
South of Midway on the
right on Hazel Highway,
at old Ray Latimer
place. Friday and





High FHA on Saturday,
October 9th from 9 until
3 on the Murray High
School lawn. There will





brand new. Nice gifts.
Rain or shine. Saturday,
October 9, 8 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. 106 South 12th.
MONEY - solid bronze old
money used in Nigeria
by the Hanssa tribe.
Murray Rotary Club
Sale and Auction, 6:00




) WILL NEVER LIE TO YOU. I
KNOW A BLONDE WHEN SEE
41 Public Sales









suite, 650. Two end
tables, 2 dinette sets, 6
chairs, cane bottom,
brass washboard, lots of
other items. 121 South
about 5 miles from New
Concord. Watch for sign.
1111111111•111
175 ACRES of good farm
land with lots of crop
land for bean, cocn or
wheat. Some bottom




finance. JOHN C. NEU-
BAUER, REALTOR
505 Main St., Murray,
753-0101 or 753-7,531.
• JUST LISTED - 3
parcels of prciperty
located at 12th and
Poplar Street. This
property is desirable for
rental Purposes now and
could be used for other
purposes when 12th
Street is widened. If you
are interested in
property with an income
now and for speculation
later Let Linda Drake 
or any of the other sales
persons show you this
property. Call John C.
Neubauer Realtors, 753-
0101 or Linda Drake at
753-0492.
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales fo
r1976 needs your
listlligs. Call 753-1651, if




HOME AND 20 ACRES
just listed. Home is
almost new 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick ranck home
with large rooms,
modern kitchen, central
electric heat and air,
attached garage.
Located East of Murray
in quiet, peaceful area.
Large machine shed and
other outside storage on
property. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 and inspect this
fine property.
living area feceses family
activity 3 carpeted
berireents, 2 births, satin
kitchen, pies formal tieing-
Wee add • large Jenny
roma with fireplace located
Mst oat of city for only
$12.17 per sq. ft.
We can assist you sloth your
financing ea this ow! New
carpet in living room awl
three bedrooms. im-
maculate interim and ex-
terior. Occupant leaving
town. Make offer
now. ..priced is SW 20's.
The control care at this few
bedroom plan is geared to
-family activities. The large
are. is
open to • variety of Wing
arteagements.l.siaped kit-
chen is arranged for cow
fertable work fbw and with
easy access to activity
areas end the two
&spleen.
This tree studded acre
feateres a two bedroom
-Game house-, R-stelf- sfock
"--bsortr-goolf-gordroopot7-Alf-





Sat. Oct. 9, 1976
1:00 p.m.
Rain or Shine
Locatiory_Bazzell's market, Coldwater, Ky. Par-
tial list Of ttems to be sold: Old horse drawn
buggy, wash kettle, coffee grinders, shotgun
shells, churns, hanging flower pots, lamps (new
and old) - kerosene and electrice old glasses
and glass ware, pictures, wood stoves, electric
heaters, foot locker filled with shirts and pants,
electric clockes, new radios, quilts and quilt
tops, new demium jackets, new and old lanterns,
Pinky and Blue Boy pictures, some shoes, punch
bowls, vinyl wallpaper, tea kettles, over knight
school bags, dinette set with 4 chairs, bed-
spreads, blankets and blanket pieces, old iron
skillers, showels and racks; new handles, ladies
purses, electric make-up mirror, new electric
popcorn popper, McCoy stoneware, bean pots
and bowls, some antiques, some groceries and















Briggs & Stratton Engine
'59"
Subject To Present Stock
Murray Supply Co. 753-3361
WANT PLENTY of elbow
roorq Then this is .for
you. On 4 acres just 1'2
miles East of Highway
94 on Irvin Cobb Road.
Brick 3 bedroom with
1,2 baths, 2 car garage,
covered patio, deep
well. Lind is gently
rolling. Home built in
1971 and is modern. Call
us for appointment to





for +hi s six room, 2
bedrm, 1 1-.2 bath home





garage •In 1:21 acres of
lovely, landscaped
proper;v. Included is
private well in addition
to c0 water and sewer,
system. Phone Kop-
perud Rraftv for details,
753-1222
BRICK SIX ROOMS, 2
baths, separate shop
. building. 516 South 11.
Call 753-9380.
- FOR SALE, - 80 acres,









Across from Post Office.
44. Lots For Sale
TWO LoTs in Conrad
Height., :ubdivisiOn.
('all 753-862
FIVE ACRE LOT at New
Concord owner will
finance ILne 492-8178.
60 ACRES, new 2
bedroom brick home.
Call 382-2299
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 5t4 acres
(with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
1/2 bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'




shop building. On two-
thirds acre. Call 753-
8615.
REDUCED - extra nice 3
bedroom, 2 bath, kit-
chen-den combination,






- gas heat and electric
air. Located on large lot
in lovely section of city_
Upper 20's. Call 753-3908.
after 12 noon.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
home, 2 small out-
buildings, close to
shopping centers and
downtown. On 641 South.
Call 753-0154.
46. Homes For Sale
_REDUCED TO $72,000 on
nice_ 3 bedroprn home.








Main Street, phone 753-
5842.
BY OWNER: 7 room
ranch style house with










woven wire fence. One
mile west of Dexter on
Hickory Grove Rd.
Price $100,000. Call 753-
5618.
THREE BEDROOM
brick, den, 1/2 bath,
double garage, central
heat and air. Located
near High School. Call
753-6935 after 5 p.m.




YAMAHA TT 500, ex-
cellent condition. Call
753-7280.
This lovely brick home is situated on 31 acres off
Penny Highway. Home has 3 bedrooms, 1/2
baths, carport, large patio, wall-to-wall car-
peting, family room, & dining room. Farm in-
cludes 26 tillable acres, stock barn, tobacco base,'
pond, well house, & other outdoor buildings for
storage.




125. Four months old,
still under warranty.
$550. Call153-7728.
1972 450 HONDA, good
condition at reduced
price. See at 803 N. 19th,
call 753-2267.
49.Used Cars & Tryks
1973 MAZDA 41,000 miles.
Needs body work. $500.
101 N. 13th Street.
Monday Through
Friday. Call 753-5889.
FOR QUICK SALE, 1950
Plymouth, bad con-
dition, four new, never
used white wall tires,
only 8100. Reason for
selling. Can't stand
looking at it any longer.
Call 753-3147.
49 U \toil Cd'S A Trucks
1972 MERCURY Mon-
tero% good condition,
has power brakes and





condition. See at 315
South 13th or call 753-
3926.
1970 FORD 4.2 ton
• automatic. 1973 Datsun 2
door car, air condition, 1
owner, good condition.
$1475. Call 489-2595.














$314.00 Up. Roost reedy tees.. Mobile hoot old-opts, patios,
carports, officio. Boy tie loot for Loss. CUSTOM-WILT POR-
TABLE OUILDINGS 75)49114.
Clearance-1 Only
Moo TV's and Stereos - F.11 Warranty
No Down Payment Required Monthly Payment
19" B/W TV $10cc
21" B/W TV  $10c*
13" Color TV  $1083
25" Color TV  $1200
25" Color TV  S1859
Console Stereo (E.A.)  $7"
Console Stereo (Med.)  $14"
Console Steroe (Dry Sink) . . .   $1624
Wurlitzer Piano  $2888
Wurlitzer Organ ... $36"
Gibson Guitar  $722
25" Color TV  um.. $982°°
Star Tunieg, Solid Cherry Cabinet, New $1,450
Chestnut St B Music Wormy Ity
plirfinni And Thurman Real Rtate
Unique Design
The unusual in design on beautifully wooded lot
near city limits. Two full baths, two very large
bedrooms and full basement. With 2 car garage.
Can be occupied immediately.
Canterbury Estates. •
This home needs to be seen to be appreciated.
Sunken livingroom, large family room with
fireplace with all accessories, three _large
bedrooms, and 2'2 baths. Ideally located on
choice corner lot in Canterbury.
Canterbury Estates
The home of 'perfection in design and location.
Located in Canterbury Estates this home offers 3
large bedrooms, 2 full baths, large den with
Fireplace, living room, separate breakfast room
and 2-car garage with electric door. Can be seen
by appointment so call now!
1612 Calloway Ave.
1612 Calloway Ave. Duplex with furnished ap-
pliances a great income producer. Little money
down-due to the reasonable price.
Investmentliinded? ,
22 acres on Hwy 94-E with extensive highway frontage and excellent access to another black top road.
Develope this completely wooded land into camping area or future commercial site. Priced under
$90trper Are.
Problems in Real Estate can best
be solved by consulting a
knowledgeable consultant
-a Real Estate professional
Pat Mobley
•





Member Multi-listing Service and Murray-Calloway County Board of Realtors
It
Located Southside of Court Square
Real Estate office open doily Monday through Saturday
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rack, fog lights, blue
green. $4150. Call 753-
9429.
1971 CADILLAC Coupe
De Ville: $1800. Call 753-
8299, after 3:30.
1970 DATSUN 4 door
station wagon. Extra
sharp. Can be seen 1605






SPORT CAR -1973 Toyota
Celica ST, 4 speed,
radials, air condition,
40,000 miles, must sell
best offer. Call 502,442-
1827.





Van, good body, runs
good, $300. Call 3546217.
FOR SALE OR TRADE.
1974 Toronado. 35000
miles. Brakes, steering,
air. Power seats and
windows. AM-FM tape.
Radial tires. See at
Tabers Body Shop. Call
753-3134.
1970 FORD MAVERICK.









1964 CHEVY. Two door
hardtop. Automatic,
radio, heater and air
condition. Call 753-7713
or 753-7397.
1971 DODGE VAN. New
tires, mag wheels,
chrome side pipes. Six
cylinder. Call 753-0579
after 6-13-:m.
1975 CAMARO LT. Fully
equipped, 19,000 miles.
Excellent condition.
Blue, new white wall
tires. Call 753-0358.
October Special









' 6 cylinder, automatic,
one owner. Call 492-8338
1974 MONTE CARLO.




mag wheels, 8 track




Satellite Custom, 4 door,




11171 Peoria $omovillo, now
tir,i, factory sir, avisamatic,
hwdt,. 'MOO. Calt 753-57311.
50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.








Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel;
bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
CALLO WAY Elec4ri4I
Repair Co. All tees




exterior by the hour or
Ob. Free estimates. Call
753-8343.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling











clean rugs of all kinds.









Three bull dozers to
serve you. Free
estimate, Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or
L. W. Lyons 4744264.
PAINTING, exterior and
interior, new and old




A request has been received from Sid and Loret-
ta Jobs by the Murray Planning Commission to
hold a public. hearing o rezone the property at
1200 and 1202 Sycamike..frorn R-2 residential to
PO Professional office. A public hearing will be
held at .Murray City Hall on 1)qt:ober 19, 1976 at
7:00 p.m. All interested parties are invited to at-
tend this meeting.
W. A. Franklin, Chairman of Murray Manning Com-
mision. Steve lea, Resident Planner City of
Murray, Ky.
Make Maley By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those .unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How can you save money?
Ans. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the ledger & Times is having during the month of October to sell all those items
you have gathered together.
3. How good a business person Are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising iffi the
Classifiegl Pages of the Ledger 8, Times during the month of October. Every fourth day your
classified ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you'save the entire cost of your act
every fourth day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you
are a regular customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for Oc-
tober you will automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale? -
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;
The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before ex-
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads











5. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if y
ou sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of 
advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can
 save is determined only by the amount






TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your,id..
51 Uttered
mix FAINT? let Glover
and Willson put
aluminum siding and








all types Of rock: white,
decorative and wash
rock. All types of sand
and agriculture lime.
Mark Bucy Trucking,







K AND H REPAIR. 94
East. Phone 753-3323.
We buy, sell and repair
appliances and mowers
GLASS REPLACEMENT




and table tops; and alsa
aluminum storm doors








WILL DO Babysittlug in
my home. Call 753-0305.-
TREE TRIMMING and






1 St•4K.es Off-red 51 st r'. OTtErrl]
ELECTROLUX SAI.F`s cabinet
and service. Call Tony finishing, sheelrock
Montgomery, 753.6760 finishing, texture
day or night. ceiling. Call .Ralph
Worley, 436-2658.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
Spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
CUSTOM HAY bailing






Doug Taylor at 753-2310.
for free estimates. ,
FENCE-
Taylor at 753-2310 for







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ny.





bank gray:4. Call 436-
2306.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeratic:•.n, plumbing






and' roofs sealed. Call






Call 753-4124, South 4th




work needs call John













rocked atd gradt.d. Rip
rhp delivered and
placed! Decorated- rock
put down over plastic.
Free estimate. Call
Clifford Garrison, 753-
%429 after 4p .m.
I.
CUSTOM SPLIT rail
fencing: oak rails, stone
base. Call 901-247-5569




ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Erwitst
White, 753-0605.
NEED TREES cut or
firewood: Call 753-4707.
RENT RINSENVAC
Is ether '10-11-yeareetr weed
cleats carpets sa
EASILY-
38 poond portant pow.,
noose does ell Me vicok
EFFECTIVELY-
(irons noses and 4a4o s
owl Ono down d•rt and




a !fathom of the cost
10011 SAVE up TO
$255 Peri 9001*
Rent for onhy 512 00. day
Bel-Air Decor Store
or. AI Cease 703 aset
CERAMIC TILE
bathrooms, Quarry,
slate , mirrors, shower
doors, paver tile and




113 $. 4ti Street
Norma




53 Feed And Seed
WHEAT STRAW for sale.
280 on Potteriown Road.
90 cents a baV one or




to anyone who will haul




months old, male and
female, small short
haired, have had all
shots and .have „been
wormed. Perfectly
healthy beautiful pups.
Call 753-7706 or 753-4576.
D•4 C. Lmn
TWO LARGE apple trees,
already 'cut into links.
Must remove all brush.
Call 753-5554.
GREY TIGER male





beagle pups, male and
female. About I weeks




Sale and Auction, 6:00




25 ACRES goes with this beautiful 3 bedroom
brick. Has 2'.2 baths, central heat & air, car-
peting, all appliances, fireplace. stockbarn,
some fences. A good buy for $45,000.
Yew badness is always appreciated at ROOMS MALTY.
444,1110414111,
si• 111001., 414 1.4,0
RI?Soorit I 7, 5t,..,
PO 4.401100.4. 4. .4
LAW 1441,44•.114 .‘,
I ,04.11 411 5 , 44
1,5 010841, •II 4•
,I44 ,4/111. 40.•
Keno 101 I OS!



















three miles from Aurora on
_the main body of Kentucky
ilia. Turn at the Masa-6;c
Lodge in Aurora and follow
the Auction Signs.
The property has been sur-
veyed, platted, stoked and
flogged.
INCLUDED IN THIS SALE: 1
four-bedroom cottage with
fireplace, central heat and
air; 2 two bedroom cot-
tages; 1 two bedroom A-
frame; one tri-plex (ideal
partnership cottage) and the
former office building which
has -three bedrooms and a
huge den. All are on
lakefront lots.
ALSO INCLUDED ARE: two
choice lakefront lots and
eight lakeview and lake ac-
cess lots. Property owners
association will have the use
of a beach area, boat laun-
ching ramp and boatdack
with ten boat slips.
ALSO AT AUCTION: Three aluminum fishing boats; large chest type freezer; refrigerator, 
and other
miscellaneous merchandise.-
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: Buy now, use your cottage for several-seasons and sell at a profit. Thi
s is the first op.
portunity to buy property of this quality and location on Kentucky Lake in many years:Cedar 
Point has one of
the most spectacular views on Kentucky lake.
Open House*"*10 a.m. to 5 p.m. October first through eighth.
TERMS: 20% down, balance with delivery of deed.
POSSESSION: With delivery or deed:
DON'T MISS THIS-J3IG AUCTION OF CHOICE LAKEi.liONT PROPERTY..cliict.F.
YOUR CALENDAR AND ATTEND THIS SALE.
• • Free drawing for two aluminum fishing boats**





DONALD R. TUCKER, REALTOR-
Chuck Shuftett, Listing Agent
Murrary, Kentucky.
502-753-4342
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QUASAR TVS
IN KEEPING WITH OUR POLICY OF DISTRIBUTING THE FINEST IN QUALITY PRODUCTS MeKEE SUPPLY CO.
JOINS HANDS WITH QUASAR, WORKS IN THE DRAWER TELEVISION SETS.







with its optional battery










$11.55 per month x 12 installments




3-Stage IF Video Amplification
Stabilized Porref.SuPPIT
System Built-in espy Handle
Sound Out-Front Solid State ,
VHF, UHF Tuners 360‘..Swivet
VHF antenna Uses less tgay" -
Weans*/ energs Now /Unmet
While and Bieck. Bittreseree9
Orange and White .P" aPPle
$104"'
$10.01 per month x 12 installments
A word about
Quasar Quality
We Care about Quality and
Reliability That s why our
B&W TV sets are put through













That's why we say







• Bright crisp pictur•
• 3-Stage Video IF Mode. $P455.414W
Amplification
• Stabilized Power Supply
System
• Private 1..tft•nortg Earphone
Included
you can depend ow QUIa S r •
• Uses len ettersLy Ikea wee
wan ligM bulb .
• Welnal grain finish on plastic
cabinet





IXIS. Sold Slate Chassis 3-Slog.
IF Video Amplification Stabilised
Power StopoN SyStan. Custom-
Vatic 'Pre-Set VHF Tuner 70
Deserts UHF Tuner Pop-Up Carry
Handle Sound Out-Front Uses
Less the, 70 watts of energy
Walnut groin finish on plostic
cabstw__ Model EPSIINNW
$149"







Quo rr,.)St relate Uses advanced integrated
Cocuits so-there stet-Sty- go wrong - more to
go right
• Supracoloi" System .
Pcturp quahly that challenges all others
Incredibly sharp 4,felike pictures right frOm the
Carton And throughout tRe set s entae I I,
• Low Energy Use
Helps you conserve energy
• Weight only 43 lbs.
Lightweight- pOrtable Color TV that you can easily
Carry from room to room
$19.99 per month x 18 installments
you can depend on Quasar
lccchagonal_ _
Quasar-100% Solid State Color TV
Service MIS& Chassis Insta-Matic" Color
Tuning In-Line Picture Tube Stabilized Power
Supply System Low•knergy Consumption
Pucnritice-Fashronect S1ytg. Pecan gown finish-
on plastic cabinet Model 3'5580NP.
S70 90 per month
24 installments
23'' sacionat
Quasar Works in a Drawer '
Color TV
Mediterranean Styltng 100'. Solid
State Chassis. insta-Mat,. Cola_
Tuning Pushbutton UHF T,6,ng













• 'Super insta•Matic Color
Tuning






Works In a Dravters
CO1Of TV






. low Energy Consumption





Works in a Drawers
Color TV





















On all 23" and 25" diagonal
"Works In a Drawer" consoles
ONE YEAR IN-HOME SERVICE
TWO YEAR WARRANTY ON
PICTURE TUBE AND ONE YEAR_
ON OTHER PARTS - . 
Introductory Sale Begins Thursday, Oct. 7th at 3:00
and Ends Saturday, Oct. 16th at 12:30-Come-Early
1 months longer warranty







'Only 74 I roc 114,s wide yet provide. 129
cc it loocistorag• spoc•
•Full width I 76 cu ft compartmen?for-
fr alert foists
•Full.width chiller tray 9roost for quick
chilling foods .4.
02oc1lritabl•slide!out shelves
•ittrin slide-our crispers hold °Imps, t.!,
bushel of Irultsond vegettlioles'
•Super storage door with two full width
shelves plus egg nest and butter corn
portrnorNt
•Autornatic tater., lighting
•Tough seamless yrAlt.p.r.t.Droor rmisIS






• 17.2 cu. H. capacity
-11 13144.79- 1I7ft: trerer --
• Porcelain enameled meat
' keeper, crispers. liner
• Adjustable. splits,antilever
'r shelves
• Adjustable door shelves
• ,Power saving heater control
switch
• Activated charcoal air tiller








On If" diagonal table models
90-DAY IN-HOME SERVICE
TWO YEAR WARRANTY ON





'"' • •• c!,Irol
, •







Energy saving, 3 cycle with super scour









2 speed pushbutton Top of the line




Automatic timer oven window& light.
PRICE $16900
WARRANTY
On Ir, 15", 13- and
12'' diagonal portables
90-DAY CARRY-IN SERVICE
TWO YEAR WARRANTY ON
PICTURE TUBE AND ONE YEAR
ON OTHER PARTS
BRAZILIAN BEAUTY
Inspired by the intricately carved wood imports of
that Country the Brazilian is a mosaic ot intriguing
rectangles The vanity base accentuates the tine deta!
on the medic,e cabinet Avaltable in Honeytane or
WhIte Altr, not ,..>rit$Cluttrlg.





Why not let an experienced person layout NEW KITCHEN CABINETS for your
home. A $600.00 set can be bought for only $29.66 per month for 24 in-
stallments.
PROGRESS
DECORATOR BULBS (25-40 or 60 watt)  Only 25' each
"CEILHEAT" PORTABLE HEATER SALE
CHP20-2000 Watt - Portable  at only $36.95
CHP34 - 4000 watt - Portable  Super Saving Priced at $39.99
CHP40 - 4000 Watt - Portable . . . . , .   Sale price $47.95





•Z washing and 35p0, speadf
*4 cycles NORMAL CHIT PERMT PRESS ond GENT',
• 4 wash rinse water temps
•3 load sire water scoring selector
*Easy to dorm filter
•Hersyy duty hp motor
•Cool Own cor• for Pent Press lob, is
•Porcialcon onomolod top and lid
•SUPGIt ATOr orattotor
•Avaitabist in decorator colors






•3 cycle wosher with
permanent press cycle
169"
$1E 311 pet watt
I 12 irtstallownh
ALL SALES SUBJECT TO STOCK!
COME EARLY NO IV IS THE TIME TO SA FE $$$
Free Delivery
JIM McKEE SUPPLY Co.,.






W,d,h ?a 5 37 Dapih is . H.gi,r IS lallow I obovo ono ft,
Ovan Interior
Width la Height 8'. 3.01,18spo,8,
' Weight Her 101bs. Shipping lbti
t, cal Spec ift,Otrorts
Powor Source' 105 to 1250volts AC 60 cycle IS amp individuc7c.ircuit
Itwo Wore tenth qroynd *Ingle 10.01410
POwa,,C017,1 \OVIpttor.











4. 0/ Ape gs,
,othe og,
co oci //6,
11/1 4
11. -17/, Oe
fell. Ny oc•
oot
r0
'429"
